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Business Sustainability News
Earth Hour: millions to switch off
lights around the world
By Jessica Aldred, for theguardian.com
Millions of people around the
world are expected to switch
off lights in homes, offices
and famous landmarks at
8.30pm local time for an hour
on Saturday to mark WWF’s
annual Earth Hour.
Now in its eighth year, the
mass participation event to
show
support
for
environmental issues comes
London Eye and Southbank turns off the lights to support Earth
as the Intergovernmental Hour 2012. At 8:30pm local time, lights will be turned off around
Panel on Climate Change
the world to mark WWF’s Earth Hour. Photograph: Ryan
Gregory/Corbis
prepares to launch its latest
report in Japan on Monday,
outlining how global warming will affect wildlife, food supplies, water and the
weather.
“It’s fortuitous timing that as millions of people take part in WWF’s Earth Hour,
the world’s leading scientists release the latest IPCC report, which highlights
the various impacts of climate
change,” said Colin Butfield,
director of public engagement
and campaigns at WWF-UK.
“The significance of these two
events is massive. Climate
change
is
the
biggest
environmental threat facing our
planet – it’s real, it’s happening
right now, and we need to act
fast.”
Among the world’s famous
landmarks that will dim their
lights are the Empire State
building in New York, the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, the Eiffel Tower in Paris,
the Kremlin and Red Square in Moscow, the Bosphorus Bridge in Turkey and
the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. In the
UK, the Houses of Parliament,
Buckingham palace, Tower Bridge
and the London Eye will all dim
their lights, with an estimated 10
million Britons expected to take
part.
Launched in Australia in 2007,
WWF says Earth Hour has now
grown to become the world’s
biggest
environmental
event, In Uganda, half a million trees were planted in an ‘Earth
Hour forest’ and helped to help offset deforestation.
mobilising people around a range
Photograph: WWF
of issues from deforestation to
energy efficiency. Last year saw more than 7,000 towns and cities in 154
countries take part.
<ReadMore>
This composite image shows the Sydney skyline illuminated
shortly before the start of the 2012 Earth Hour (left), then
being darkened (right). Photograph: Torsten
Blackwood/AFP/Getty Images
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Entire marine food chain at risk from
rising CO2 levels in water
By Oliver Milman, for theguardian.com
Escalating carbon dioxide emissions will cause fish to lose their fear of
predators, potentially damaging the entire marine food chain, joint Australian
and US research has found.
A study by the Australian Institute of Marine Science, James Cook University
and the Georgia Institute of Technology found the behavior of fish would be
“seriously affected” by greater exposure to CO2.
Researchers studied the behavior of coral reef fish at naturally occurring CO2
vents in Milne Bay, in eastern Papua New Guinea.
They found that fish living near the vents, where bubbles of CO2 seeped into
the water, “were attracted to predator odour, did not distinguish between
odours
of
different
habitats, and exhibited
bolder behaviour than
fish from control reefs”.
The gung-ho nature of
CO2-affected fish means
that more of them are
picked off by predators
than is normally the
case, raising potentially
worrying possibilities in a
scenario of rising carbon
emissions.

A lemon damselfish finding shelter in coral. Exposure to CO2 will
make it more adventurous, and endanger its life. Photograph: Bates
Littlehales/Corbis

More than 90% of the
excess CO2 in the atmosphere is soaked up by the oceans. When CO2 is
dissolved in water, it causes ocean acidification, which slightly lowers the pH of
the water and changes its chemistry. Crustaceans can find it hard to form
shells in highly acidic water, while corals risk episodes of bleaching.
The AIMS study found the diversity of fish at the CO2 vents was not influenced
by the extra carbon, but that fish’s nerve stimulation mechanisms were altered,
meaning the smell of predators became alluring.
“What we have now also found in our study of fish behaviour in this
environment is that the fish become bolder and they venture further away from
safe shelter, making them more vulnerable to predators,” said Alistair Cheal,
co-author of the research.
While fish at the vents faced fewer predators than usual, the consequences for
fish in the wider ocean could be significant as more CO2 was dissolved in the
water.
“Continuous exposure does not reduce the effect of high CO2 on behaviour in
natural reef habitat, and this could be a serious problem for fish communities in
the future when ocean acidification becomes widespread as a result of
continued uptake of anthropogenic CO2 emissions,” the study said.
A report released last year, which had input from the University of Western
Australia’s Oceans Institute, found global warming could cause oceans to
become 170% more acidic by the end of the century, the fastest rate of ocean
acidification in the past 300 million years.
<ReadMore>
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Flat roofs may be the answer to managing urban
floods

Tips:

Using gravity to store rainwater on flat roofs could be a sustainable way to mitigate flooding,
writes Jonathan Ward
By Jonathan Ward, Guardian Professional
All sorts of causes are being blamed for the
current flooding in the UK: lack of dredging,
poor management of catchment areas,
construction on flood plains and paving
over front gardens to name a few.
One thing is for sure – we will be paying a
lot more attention to the topic given the
current experience. Wetter winters are
predicted in our changing climate, with a
certainty of more extreme events, which
means that we need to look at more
sustainable, affordable and quick-win
solutions for flood mitigation.
We know how to address floodwater
problems in new developments and how to
attain
sustainable
credits.
Large
underground storage tanks with specialist flow control regimes allow us to minimise the impact of
stormwater flows on the downstream drainage system.

There are frequent articles in newspapers,
magazines and discussions on electronic media
about limited natural resources, pollution, rising
temperatures, climate change and these have
certainly affected human being positively.
Though not much has been done in this
direction but the initiatives are being taken by
scientists, engineers, policy makers, innovators
and they are quite encouraging. The technology
and better practices are being developed. To
start with, initiatives should be taken in our
homes. To contribute in these efforts we are
providing few tips just to remind and request
every responsible citizen to bring these into
habits.


As recent weather events in UK have shown, we need more sustainable, quick-win
solutions for flood mitigation. Photograph: Peter Macdiarmid/Getty Images



Sometimes, because of the level of the sewer, we need to pump the stored water – adding to the cost and
complexity of the system. And all this is expensive; not a great message for these cash-strapped times.
Recent experience has also shown us that it can be ineffective when inundated by a larger flood.
However there is a simple and cheap alternative that makes use of a free resource that we often neglect:
gravity. Gravity offers a simple and cheap way to attenuate stormwater flows – by storing water temporarily
on a flat roof. Attenuating roof drains which store stormwater on a flat roof at a depth of just three inches can
reduce the impact of even a big storm.
The water will drain away slowly over a few hours, without affecting the downstream drainage system. The
only additional costs are for slightly higher waterproofing details and a simple insert in the roof drain.
Worried about flooding into the building? No problem – simply provide extra overflow drains. And can the
structure take it? The weight of the water is less than the weight of a heavy snowfall. As most roofs are
designed for snow, the roof will be strong enough already.
With modern waterproofing solutions carrying long warranties, roofs can be designed flat, so very little needs
to change in the design. If the load-bearing
capacity of an existing flat roof is known,
then it can be retrofitted to cope with
stormwater. In the case of new builds, it's
particularly cost effective because it saves
expensive ground works.
And when it comes to existing housing or
commercial buildings, it's possible that a
building owner could claim a payment for
upgrading a roof. The other side of this coin
would be that building regulations in the
future might require any re-roofing to adopt
this technique. This is currently the case for
any changes to front garden paving which
now require a sustainable drainage solution.













These approaches make it a very costeffective solution to what can otherwise be an expensive and unappreciated underground installation. It's
also fully compatible with green or brown roofs, and can improve their appearance and biodiversity by
providing a wider range of growing conditions.



If you want to take this solution a little further, then why not use the water as it trickles away down the pipes?
The attenuating drains filter the rainwater, so you could pipe it to small tanks for flushing the toilets in the
building. This makes it a zero-energy rainwater harvesting system that provides a sustainable urban
drainage solution at the same time.



These ideas have already been developed, tested and proven in the field. There is no reason why this
approach can't be used in the right context – it just takes lateral thinking, and appropriate detailing to
accommodate the rainwater on the roof. The construction industry needs to start implementing the
techniques and we will need to see promotion for this kind of design change from the government as part of
its strategy to protect urban areas from flooding in the future.



There's no doubt that finding the full solution to flooding is a complex task. From time to time though, it's
very satisfying to find an easy idea that is part of the solution, while saving money at the same time.



<Source>
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Use fuel efficient stove or wick stove, this
will avoid depositing of carbon on utensils
and save fuel too.
Light the stove only after all preparations
have been made, and the vessel is ready to
be put on the stove. Collect all the required
articles for cooking nearby so that you don’t
have to reduce the flame and go to fetch
articles.
While cooking, use wide bottom vessel with
lid or a pressure cooker. It will be further
beneficial if pressure cooker is used with
separators.
Take out refrigerated articles that are to be
cooked in advance so that they attain room
temperature automatically without use of
any type of fuel.
Pre-soak cereals and pulses for sometime
before cooking. This will reduce the cooking
time as well as the fuel consumption.
Use minimum quantity of water, only
sufficient enough for cooking. Thus you will
save fuel and will also save nutrients from
draining along with excess water.
Once the item starts boiling reduce flame by
bringing the burner knob to the simmer
position and thus save fuel.
Repeated warming of food reduces
nutritional value of food. Therefore as far as
possible eat together, to avoid repeated
warming of food. This will not only save fuel,
but also preserve the nutritional value of
food.
For heating water use solar water heaters if
the facility is available. If not in hurry and
sufficient time and facility is available, use
solar cooker.
Use focused lights instead of flood lights.
Now all type of lighting fixtures are available
in LED and these lights consume least
power.
Always opt for energy star rated electric and
electronic appliances they consume lesser
energy.
Always switch off all lights, fan, AC etc while
leaving the room unoccupied. This habit
alone will save considerable amount of
power.
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White House Releases 'Strategy to
Reduce Methane Emissions'

China says more than half of its
groundwater is polluted

SustainableBusiness.com News

Number of groundwater sites of poor or extremely poor quality increases to
59.6%, Chinese government says

The White House announced a long-awaited plan today, a "Strategy to Reduce
Methane Emissions."

By Jonathan Kaiman, theguardian.com

As you know, methane is the main component of natural gas, but it also
leaches from coal production and landfills as organics degrade. When released
into the atmosphere, the gas is at least 20 times more effective at trapping
heat than carbon dioxide - a climate-change forcer. Methane is responsible
for nearly 9% of US greenhouse gas emissions, increasing 11% since 1990,
says the White House.
Environmental groups call the plan a good first step, but it requires lots of
information gathering and after that, regulations "could" be in place in a couple
of years.
The only real line of action seems to be that this year, the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) will propose standards for oil and natural gas production
on public land. We assume that means the extremely weak ALEC-based
fracking standards will be updated.
On EPA's side, it will decide whether to pursue regulations - which would
be completed by the
end of 2016 - based
on feedback from
experts
after
it
releases five white
papers this spring.
The
papers
will
explore how to best
regulate emissions
from oil and gas
production on public
and private land.
"The Administration has laid out a process for EPA to review the facts and we
are confident that EPA will find overwhelming evidence in favor of issuing
strong regulations directly regulating methane from the Oil and Gas industry.
Furthermore, reducing methane by requiring industry to stop the leaks is a
"win-win-win-win" that saves fuel, reduces greenhouse gas emissions,
improves air quality, and helps ensure pipeline safety," says Conrad Schneider
of the Clean Air Task Force.
"Even at today's low natural gas prices, repairing virtually every methane leak
from gas wells, processing plants, and compressor stations pays for itself,
once the leak is found. New data from thousands of surveys of these sites
shows that using infrared cameras to find the leaks is inexpensive enough to
make leak detection and repair (LDAR) programs a very cost- effective way to
reduce harmful pollution," says the Clean Air Task Force after releasing
a study on 4,000 sites in the US and Canada.
Mandatory LDAR programs would cost the industry a few tenths of a percent
of revenue, the study finds.
"Our results demonstrate that not only does cleaning up methane emissions
benefit the climate but it can be done cheaply and quickly. We call on EPA to
do its job and require clean-up of methane leaks from the oil and gas industry,"
says David McCabe, Senior Atmospheric Scientist for Clean Air Task Force.
The Strategy also calls for:



EPA will propose updated standards to reduce methane emissions from
new landfills this summer and solicit comments on whether to do the
same for existing landfills.
There are 621 landfill gas-to-energy projects operating and 450 sites
with potential, according to EPA's Landfill Methane Outreach Program.



BLM will open a public comment period this month on whether methane
should be captured and sold from coal mines that are on public land.



The Biogas Roadmap, which the dairy industry signed onto last year, will
be officially released in June.



Improved ways to measure methane emissions, giving $8 million to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for more towers and
other technologies.
<ReadMore>
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A pipe discharges factory waste water from the Shenhua coal-to-liquid project into a stream in the hills in
Ordos in the inner Mongolia. Photograph: Qiu Bo/Greenpeace

Nearly 60% of China’s underground water is polluted, state media has
reported, underscoring the severity of the country’s environmental woes.
The country’s land and resources ministry found that among 4,778 testing
spots in 203 cities, 44% had “relatively poor” underground water quality; the
groundwater in another 15.7% tested as “very poor”.
Water quality improved year-on-year at 647 spots, and worsened in 754 spots,
the ministry said.
“According to China's underground water standards, water of relatively poor
quality can only be used for drinking after proper treatment. Water of very poor
quality cannot be used as source of drinking water,” said an article in the
official newswire Xinhua, which reported the figures on Tuesday.
The Chinese government is only now beginning to address the noxious
environmental effects of its long-held growth-at-all-costs development model.
While authorities have become more transparent about air quality data within
the past year, information about water and soil pollution in many places
remains relatively well-guarded.
Xinhua reported last year that about one-third of China’s water resources are
groundwater-based, and that only 3% of the country’s urban groundwater can
be classified as “clean”. A land ministry report from last year said that 70% of
groundwater in the north China plain - a 400,000 sq km swath of some of the
world’s most densely-populated land - is unfit for human touch.
“The situation is quite serious -- groundwater is important source for water use,
including drinking water, and if it gets contaminated, it’s very costly and difficult
to clean,” said Ma Jun, director of the Beijing-based Institute of Public and
Environmental Affairs.
“But still I consider this disclosure a positive move - greater
awareness can help people prevent exposure to health risks, and eventually,
motivate society to try and tackle this serious problem.”
Few Chinese urban dwellers consider tap water safe to drink - most either boil
their water or buy it bottled. Earlier this month, a chemical spill poisoned the
water supply of Lanzhou - a city of 2 million people in China’s north-west - with
the carcinogen benzene, causing a panicked run on bottled drinks.
Last week, China’s land ministry released some statistics from a nationwide
soil survey, which was previously classified as a state secret. The ministry
found that 16% of sites tested over a nine-year period were polluted, some
with cadmium, mercury and arsenic. China’s “overall national soil environment”
is “not optimistic,” the report concluded.
While Beijing’s noxious smog has become internationally infamous, drought
and water pollution may pose even greater existential threats to the city.
Beijing’s annual per capita water availability is about 120 cubic metres,
about one-fifth of the UN’s cut-off line for "absolute scarcity".
Last week, state media reported plans for a seaside desalinisation plant to
provide one-third of Beijing’s tap water by 2019. The state-run Beijing
Enterprises Water Group will spend 7bn yuan (£667bn) building the plant in
neighbouring Hebei province’s Tangshan city, more than 200 km from the
capital.
<Source>
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Cisco and Amsterdam's plan to make a
green city smart
By Joel Makower
What happens when one of
the world’s greenest cities
meets the hyper-connected
world? We’re about to find out.
Last week, at its Silicon Valley
headquarters, Cisco signed an
agreement with the city of
Amsterdam “to foster smarter
and greener innovation” by
working to shape the city as
an “Internet of Everything
‘lighthouse city’” — one of
Cisco's
showcase
metropolises. That may sound like a nice mash-up of corporate marketing and
tech jargon, but something interesting and potentially important is going on
here.
The “Internet of Everything” is Cisco’s branding for what most others call the
Internet of Things, or IoT for short. By whatever name, it refers to the fastgrowing network of physical objects accessed through the Internet — vehicles,
buildings, thermostats, street lights, motors, sensors, smart meters, vending
machines, parking meters, traffic signals and literally billions of other things.
Estimates of the number of “things” that will be interconnected by 2020 range
from 26 billion (Gartner) to 50 billion (Cisco). Whatever the number, it’s big.
Cities will be one principal
locus of IoT activity, and
companies such as Cisco
see significant business
opportunities in providing
the
vast
range
of
technologies and services
needed to create a truly
connected
city:
the
sensors,
networks,
communications,
apps,
dashboards,
data
standards, security, data
analytics and many other
Bicycle parking in Amsterdam, by stratga via Shutterstock
things needed for all
these “things” to connect and communicate effectively. Not to mention
engaging the citizens and other stakeholders who have concerns about
privacy, security and other matters.
Big business is at stake here. For example, smart city communications
networks alone are slated to become a $3.5 billion global market by
2020, according to Navigant Research. That’s just one relatively small piece of
the IoT puzzle.
Amsterdam long has been one of the world’s most environmentally progressive
cities. With bicycles outnumbering cars — more than 60 percent of inner-city
trips take place on two wheels — the city boasts a complex network of nonvehicle routes. (Here’s a fun video about Amsterdam and bikes.) The City
Council's objective is to slash CO2 emissions 40 percent by 2025, compared
against the 1990 baseline. The Netherland’s largest city is ranked fifth overall
in Siemens European Green City Index, with high marks for waste, water and
land use.
Amsterdam aims to be not just green, but smart, and it seems to understand
the connection between those two terms. Twenty-five years ago, it was the first
city in Europe to be connected to the Internet. It was also one of the first cities
to appreciate the importance of extending fiber-optic connectivity to its
residents and businesses. Today, the city is part of a collaboration with
businesses, research institutions and citizens called Amsterdam Smart City,
toward the goal of becoming one of the world’s most sustainable cities by
2040. The goal is to invest in capital and communication infrastructure in order
to “fuel sustainable economic growth and a high quality of life, in combination
with an efficient use of natural resources.”
The Cisco-Amsterdam tie-up is one part of that effort. The two have been
working together on a variety of smart-city endeavors for about a decade,
including citywide optical fiber to homes, a smart grid, and public telepresence
capabilities.

International
Part of the new initiative is to create an open platform for city projects. About
60 percent of the projects are expected to come from global companies such
as Cisco, 20 percent from local companies and the final 20 percent from local
citizens, “because nobody understands life in Amsterdam better than the
people who live there,” said Wim Elfrink, Cisco’s executive vice president of
industry solutions and chief globalization officer.
The partnership — Elfrink calls it a “conglomerate” that includes other big
companies — could help address a challenge: For all the talk about smart
cities and public-private partnerships, creating sufficient progress to live up to
the hype of the Internet of Things can be slow going.
Photo of car charging next to canal by Hans Engbers via Shutterstock
<ReadMore>

Diesel, not just dust, has helped create
this smog
By Ian Sample
John Vidal, for
Guardian

and
The

No one doubts that the
Saharan dust in the
smog affecting parts of
the UK is to blame for
the layer of grime now
sitting on cars but
experts agree that the
more
dangerous
element for people’s
London in the smog: but the pollution affecting much of the country is different from
the old pea-soupers. Photograph: Dan Kitwood/Getty Images
health is the increasingly
noxious pollution belching out of our vehicles and industrial plants.
Air pollution from vehicles, factories and homes is now so bad, regularly, in
Britain that when it is exacerbated by a storm in the Sahara 2,500 miles away,
or by high pressure over northern Europe, it can leave millions gasping, their
skin itching and eyes watering.
When, as has happened this week, all three factors coincide, the outcome is a
“perfect storm” for air pollution, says Helen Dacre, a meteorologist at Reading
University.
First, emissions from British traffic and industry have steadily built up in the air.
Then gentle easterly winds have brought more pollution from the industrial
centres of continental Europe. To make matters worse the dust that has blown
in from the Sahara has been whipped up by a storm that produced gale force
winds in north Africa.
The pollution seen in the milky white air that has blotted out the sun and
shrouded half of Britain for much of the past few days, is mostly made up of
tiny particulates, such as nitrates and sulphates, mixed with fine desert dust.
The particulates come from partially complete combustion processes, but
diesel engines are a big culprit, and wear and tear from brake pads and tyres,
as well as construction sites, all add to the problem.
Saharan dust is blown in all directions. Much is dumped in the seas. But
several times a year strong southerly winds bring dust clouds as far north as
Britain, mostly during spells of dry weather in Europe, which stops the dust
being washed out by rain along the way.
The size of particulates is directly linked to their potential to cause health
problems. The smallest particulates, those less than 2.5 micrometres, called
PM2.5s, are the most dangerous because they penetrate deep inside lungs.
Long-term exposure to particles is linked to higher levels of fatal heart and lung
disease, including lung cancer.
According to the Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants, a rise in
the PM2.5 level of 10 micrograms per cubic metre leads to a 6% increase in
overall death rates.
Today’s pollution mix is different from that which plagued Britain 70 years ago.
The historic culprit was coal burnt in homes and factories; you could smell it
and see it in the tiny bits of carbon or unburned fuel that collected on clothes.
But the pollution now is colourless, odourless and tasteless, and mainly comes
in particles so small they can pass through face masks. Traffic, especially
diesel engines, is the predominate pollution source in cities.
One reason for the increased pollution is that there are now far more diesel
cars. Numbers have increased across Europe by 35% since 1990 and, says
the Society of Motor Manufacturers, more than 50% of all cars registered in
Britain are now diesel, up from 23% in 2002. One reason for this is that cities
and governments give tax incentives for diesels.
<ReadMore>
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How FedEx's 'purple promise' shrinks
emissions and grows revenue
By Anna Clark
When
it
comes
to
the
environmental
impact
of
an
indispensable service, we often
accept "less bad" as good enough.
Aircraft, for example, create 2
percent of anthropogenic emissions
— but unless we're willing to forgo
the cargo and the commerce they
facilitate, it seems we're stuck with
the consequences. But FedEx is
defying such conventional wisdom.
Blending technological and social
innovation, FedEx is proving that companies can maintain growth and lower
aviation emissions at the same time.
With services spanning more than 220 countries and territories, FedEx moves
90 percent of the world's GDP. By optimizing its facilities, planes and trucks,
FedEx is mitigating the impacts of a gargantuan ecological footprint. The
world's most recognized delivery company also recognizes that its ability to
reach the most remote spots on earth is a sweet spot for corporate citizenship.
That's how the company zeroed in on disaster relief as a giving opportunity.
Promising purple, going green
"It begins with 'the purple promise,'" said Nathan Loftice, sustainability leader
at FedEx, at a recent conference at the University of Dallas. For FedEx
employees, that's a promise "to make every experience outstanding" (PDF).

International
percent by 2020. FedEx also aims to get 30 percent of its jet fuel from
alternative fuels by 2030. Through fuel conservation and best practices in
aviation and ground transportation, the company substantially has reduced
greenhouse gas emissions while increasing revenue.
Getting pilots on board with sustainable practices
The airline industry has a culture that said "gas equals safety," explained
Wells. "We don't save fuel at the expense of providing service to our
customers or ensuring the safety of our employees and assets. But we did
need an honest, ongoing conversation about why and how they needed to
reconsider their fuel practices." To change the culture, Wells convened a
cross-functional group including front-line staff, analysts, pilots, engineers and
management.
"Representatives from 10 different departments that touched airplanes relative
to fuel met each month for over a year to focus on biggest buckets of
opportunity," said Wells. "This was literally one of the best things I have ever
done."
With a dispatch background, Wells understands that communication and
connection between the lead pilots and dispatchers is paramount. "The captain
has ultimate authority over the flight. They needed to learn that more fuel is not
necessarily better," explained Wells. "But they also needed to know that
dispatchers would not question it if a pilot made the decision to put more fuel
on the plane."
Now operating as a domestic flight carrier under flag status, FedEx planes do
not need to carry extra gas under certain circumstances. "It is rare to divert to
an alternate airport, so carrying gas for this purpose is unnecessary and
wasteful," said Wells.
FedEx plane image by Frank Kovalchek via Flickr.
<ReadMore>

Loftice is big on mission statements, not just for personal branding or corporate
messaging, but also for their strategic value. Giving attendees an aerial
perspective of the company's global citizenship efforts, specifically
the EarthSmart program, he explained, "You can't be all things to all people.
So at FedEx we ask, 'Where do our strengths align with the world's needs?'"

Indonesia Gets World's First Net-Zero
Energy Skyscraper

With a background in finance, Loftice knows the simple definition for profit is
revenue minus costs. But taking a more expansive view, he suggested, "Could
'profit' also mean helping society create revenue and infrastructure to support
their communities? Or helping people lift themselves out of poverty through
global trade networks?"

The world's first net-zero energy skyscraper will
soon grace the center of Jakarta, Indonesia - the
Pertamina Energy Tower.

Loftice typifies the multi-dimensional thinking of FedExers who mix the purple
promise with green values — and it extends beyond the borders of the CSR
department.
Aviation emissions slow down, growth takes off
For Bobbi Wells, managing director of air ops, fuel efficiency is not just a profit
center. It's an act of corporate citizenship.
"We had such a tremendous focus on service that our thinking about fuel use
was a secondary consideration," said Wells. "But in 2007, it became clear that
we had to change our approach to fuel use for two reasons: one, it didn't fit
with our position relative to being a good global citizen; and two, it did not fit
our business model to displace planes so frequently for refueling."
Wells and colleagues set about developing a systematic approach to "tackling
areas where we could create the biggest results and wins for the future."
Among the measures her team has taken to increase efficiency and lower
aircraft emissions is a fuel-management program called Fuel Sense.
"We knew we could not go after every opportunity at once," said Wells. "So
Fuel Sense is a measured approach to implementing change." The program
comprises 40 program teams that work together to optimize equipment,
efficiencies and other practices in the transportation chain: "From safety to
engineering to aircraft maintenance, everybody is involved."

Infographic courtesy of FedEx

Since launching, Fuel Sense has saved FedEx about 60 million gallons of fuel
as of the end of fiscal year 2013, with a goal of overall improvement of 20
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When it's finished in 2019, it will be 99 stories high and
ironically, serve as the headquarters of Pertamina, the
national energy company. In addition to the 20,000
people who will work there, it will be the centerpiece of
a campus that has a mosque, a sports center and a
2000-seat auditorium for the performing arts.
Shaped like a funnel, it opens at the top, capturing wind
and sucking it inside to run a series of vertical wind turbines that provide 25%
of the building's electricity.
Incredibly, its curved façade is precisely calibrated for Jakarta's proximity to the
equator, which mitigate solar heat gain throughout the year. On two sides of
the building are sun-shading "leaves" - semi-mobile curtains that allow daylight
to enter while shielding the building from glare and heat from the sun. Radiant
cooling systems replace air conditioners.
Other buildings on campus will be covered by solar panels, but the central
energy plant that powers the complex will run on geothermal - a prime,
renewable energy source in Indonesia.
A covered walkway called the "Energy Ribbon" winds through the
campus, providing protection from the elements and generating energy from
solar panels on top. It connects the buildings, while
leading
people across land bridges and gardens.
Designed to be a symbol of Indonesia's commitment to sustainable
development, the architectural firm behind it is Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
(SOM), known for combining innovation with energy efficiency and
sustainability. Its Greenland Group Suzhou Center in China, for example, has
a
30-story
tall
operable
window
and
uses 60%
less energy
than typical skyscrapers.
"It is extremely exciting for the architects and engineers at SOM to be working
on a tower and campus for which energy is the primary design consideration,"
lead designer Scott Duncan toldFast Company. "Historically, super-tall
buildings have focused on structural challenges: resisting gravity and lateral
forces from seismic and wind. The rules have changed, and energy has
become the defining problem for our generation."
<ReadMore>
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Sustainability and performance
textiles: can you have it all?

International
in

Materials like wool have surprising resilience and utility and don't endanger
health or the environment like newer compounds
By Deidre Hoguet, theguardian.com,

risks can be higher for workers in textile finishing plants as well as the
communities surrounding the plants. Epidemiological studies on PFCs have
found probable links between PFC exposure and kidney cancer, testicular
cancer and thyroid disease, among other concerns.
Not surprisingly, the LEED for Healthcare Furnishings credit lists PFCs as a
"chemical to avoid". They have also been singled out by the industry
group Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC) as a chemical to be
phased out of apparel products by January 2015.
Antimicrobials, including silver and triclosan/triclocarban, have come under
similar scrutiny. While purportedly limiting mold, mildew and pathogen growth
on treated fabrics, their widespread use is thought to have contributed to the
spike in antibiotic resistance and (particularly for Triclosan) to endocrine
disruption in humans. The American Medical Association has warned that "it
may be prudent to avoid the use of antimicrobial agents in consumer
products."
They are also potentially dangerous for the environment. A 2012 study by
the Swedish Chemical Agency showed that up to 50% of antimicrobial
treatments rinsed out after just 10 washes. These chemicals then went down
the drain and into waterways. Antimicrobial additives have been singled out for
avoidance in the LEED for Healthcare Furnishings credit, and are avoided
by some major healthcare systems.

Wool is rapidly renewable, biodegradable, recyclable and can be produced organically.
Photograph: Murdo Macleod

Consumers are increasingly considering the sustainability of their purchases
as they gain access to an array of fabrics that are practically self-cleaning. Is it
possible to make a sustainable and high-performance fabric – or are these two
things mutually exclusive?
What constitutes a sustainable textile?
Broadly speaking, the answer lies in four main factors: raw material extraction,
textile production, added chemistry and end-of-life.
Raw material extraction for example, addresses the land and water used to
grow natural fibers like cotton and wool, or the impacts of extracting fossil fuels
for synthetic fibers such as polyester or nylon.
Production considerations include the water and energy used for
manufacturing, the impact of production waste and a company's social
responsibility towards its workers and the communities that surround its
production facilities. Added chemistries, including dyes, finishes and coatings,
may impact the health of textile workers as well as consumers of the final
product.
Finally, the end-of-life scenario, including textile biodegradability and the
reclamation infrastructure required to turn it into new raw material, strongly
affect its sustainability.
What constitutes a high performance fabric?
Ultimately it comes down to longevity. As such, the first consideration is
durability, or the degree to which a fabric resists deterioration. Tied in with this
is the question of maintenance, or the ease with which a consumer can clean
stains from carpet and upholstery or launder drapery and clothing.
In this context, longevity is an aspect of its sustainability. After all, garments
that must be discarded after a short time are hardly sustainable. For that
matter, neither are carpets or furniture textiles that need to be regularly
replaced.
The hazards of performance additives
To produce a "high performance" fabric, manufacturers either embed
chemicals in a material's yarn or apply finishes or coatings to a material after
production. "Easy care" fabrics for example, receive stain resistant finishes,
including perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), which are also used to make
"nonstick" cookware.
Extreme use fabrics, like sportswear or hospital-use textiles, often have
antimicrobial finishes, including silver and triclosan/triclocarban. As for flame
retardant textiles, they tend to rely on halogenated flame retardants, which are
added to their fibers.
While these chemicals improve performance, there is a growing consensus
that they may also pose hazards to human and environmental health. PFCs,
for example, are considered persistent and bioaccumulative, and have been
found in humans and animals worldwide.
In addition to health concerns for users of treated textiles, many of the health
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Halogenated flame retardants have also come under attack. Although they are
regularly added to certain clothing and furnishings textiles to meet strict
flammability standards in the US and the UK, recent reports have shown that
they do not improve overall fire safety. They do, however, jeopardize human
health: blood levels of widely used flame retardants are found in virtually all US
citizens, and young children in the US now have some of the highest levels of
flame retardants in their blood worldwide.
Some governments have begun taking action: product flammability standards
are now undergoing review in several countries, and the Stockholm
Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants has listed a number of
halogenated flame retardants to be banned globally.
In addition to the health and environmental risks, adding chemical finishes to
textiles can negatively affect the sustainability pathways for fabrics at their endof-life. Natural fabrics like cotton or wool, that could biodegrade post-use, are
not able to do so safely if they are laden with chemicals.
Sustainability and performance: can you have it all?
With the health implications becoming ever more evident, it's worth asking
what kind of performance is necessary for fabrics, and what level of risk is
acceptable for the continued use of harmful additives. Fortunately,
performance can be found in safer alternatives that are now entering the
market, and in natural fibers that have perhaps been overlooked for their
performance attributes.
One promising route is biomimicry, the application of nature's designs to manmade products. Research in this area has already led to the development of
textiles that mimic the stain resistant properties found in lotus leaves. Other
natural treatments have focused on mimicking the antimicrobial properties of
crab and lobster shells. Textile applications of these technologies are already
gaining strength.
Another route is to use existing fibers that have both performance and
sustainable attributes. One example is solution-dyed nylon, which is widely
used in carpet, upholstery and apparel. Solution dying, a process of locking the
color into the fiber itself, produces a high-performing fabric. In garment
applications, it produces clothing that does not fade after repeated laundering.
Solution-dyed nylon furnishings, including carpet and upholstery, can withstand
strong cleaning regimes without fading or deteriorating.
Since solution-dyed nylon is already highly cleanable, it obviates the need for
an added stain-resistant finish. At the same time, it greatly reduces the water
used in production, which has long been a sustainability issue for textiles. And
it's also very reclaimable: when a consumer is finally done with his or her nylon
carpet or upholstery, a widespread reclamation infrastructure already exists to
recycle it back into new fiber.
Another sustainable, high-performance option is also one of the oldest: wool.
Wool has several sustainable attributes: it is rapidly renewable, biodegradable,
recyclable, and can be produced organically. There are also new wool
traceability standards and animal welfare standards to track its production.
In terms of performance, wool is something of a miracle fabric. Highly durable,
with inherent flame-resistant properties, it also has some natural water
repellency. While not as slippery and oil-repellent as a perfluorinated finish,
wool's performance attributes are laudable without the added chemistry
<ReadMore>
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50m tonnes of e-waste generated every Storing Energy By Rail?
SustainableBusiness.com News
year – and it is increasing
By Duncan Jefferies, for theguardian.com on
The
developing
world is becoming
the west’s digital
dumping
ground.
Every year around
50m
tonnes
of
unwanted electronic
devices make their
way to vast e-waste
dumps in Guiyu in
China
and
Agbogbloshie
in
Ghana
–
often
illegally.
Some of them will be repaired and resold. Others will be broken into their
components, at considerable expense to the environment and people’s health,
and sold as raw materials to manufacturers. Yet more will be left as piles of
toxic litter.
The absurdity of manufacturing a device in China, shipping it around the world
to a European consumer and then, when it is disposed of, shipping it straight
back to an e-waste dump close to where it was built is not lost on the
Electronics TakeBack Coalition (ETBC), a group of organisations that promote
green design and responsible recycling in the electronics industry. “We’re
buying more, getting rid of it [more quickly] and design changes are, in some
ways, making recycling even more challenging,” says Barbara Kyle, the
ETBC’s UK co-ordinator.
In fact, only around 13% of the e-waste generated each year is recycled. The
increasing amounts of digital tech brought by middle-class consumers in
China, India and Africa is a growing part of the problem. If the trend continues,
the annual amount of global e-waste will be 65m tonnes by 2017, according to
the STEP initiative (also known as solving the e-waste problem). Couple this
with shortages of some rare earth metals and other resources from mining
operations, and it is clear that something needs to change.
Part of the solution involves “closing the loop”, which in this context means
reclaiming and reusing valuable materials from discarded devices in an ethical,
environmentally friendly way. Schemes aimed at building connections between
designers, manufacturers and end-of-life disposal companies are springing up
in response.
The Great Recovery project, established by the Technology Strategy Board
and the RSA (Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufacturers and
Commerce) in 2012, aims to build networks to explore manufacturing, design
and recycling problems, investigate innovation gaps and incubate partnerships.
At the beginning, designers were invited to attend workshops at end-of-life
facilities. This showed them what happens to their products after they had
been discarded, and better understand the problems of dismantling them for
recycling. LCD TVs, for example, can contain more than 250 screws, with 15
different screwdrivers needed to undo them.
Mike Pitts, lead sustainability at the Technology Strategy Board, says
designers are “starved” of this kind of information. “It’s crucial [they] connect
with the materials they’re working with, and it’s quite hard for them to do that,”
he explains.
In the US, a course set up by the International Electronics Manufacturing
Initiative (iNEMI) in conjunction with Purdue University and Tuskegee
University is training engineers to develop sustainable alternative electronics
materials. Students on the university-based “Global traineeship in sustainable
electronics” program are helping to research soy-base resins for circuit board
construction, which could one day replace petroleum-based components.
“Nanocomposites” made of natural materials, could one day be used for casing
and circuit board construction, and are in development, as are adhesives made
from marine organisms that could improve the construction and disassembly
process for electronic devices.
Sustainable materials may be some years away but a new course looking at
the environmental and social impact of technology at each stage of a product’s
life cycle is due to start this spring at the University of Illinois. The focus of
sustainable manufacturing is on better use of what is already out there.
<ReadMore>
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A new way of storing energy could soon take off - energy-storage-by-rail,
developed by Advanced Rail Energy Storage North America. The first project
is set for Nevada which would help stabilize the regional power grid so it
can handle more renewable energy. It's a low-tech approach to large-scale
energy storage. When rates are low a train drives uphill and then, when market
prices are high, it simply rolls downhill to produce power. Nevada's Valley
Electric Association is hosting a $40 million, 50 megawatt rail energy storage
plant that connects to California's grid.
The technology is designed to provide energy storage without the use of water,
while also enhancing grid security and reliability and supporting increased use
of renewable energy.
Over the past few years, railroads have started to be repurposed to send
energy back to the grid, but this process does it on a much larger level.
Here's an article from SNL that explains the technology:
"The basic concept is: How do I move mass with the force of gravity?"
Advanced Rail Energy Storage North America (ARES) CEO James Kelly said
in an interview. "It finally dawned on us to use 100-year-old technology, and
that's electric railroads, and to add modern digital control systems to automate
electric railroads for storage."
Rail energy storage can serve much
larger
energy
storage
needs
than batteries and flywheels, and at
half the price of hydro, said Kelly, a
former Southern California Edison
Co. grid executive. The ARES
website says the company could
build projects with up to 3 GW in
capacity and 24 GWh of storage. All it
needs is space and a steady incline to run its tracks.
The cars themselves are Australian ore trains with all the extras stripped off,
each one the equivalent of a 2-MW generator, Kelly said. When storing power,
the trains haul 230 tons of rock and cement up a hill. They can leave the loads
at the top of the hill and go back down and get more, to increase capacity.
When the system is not in use, the trains wait along the track, fully loaded.
When power is needed, they start rolling downhill, with the heavy load
providing crucial inertia. The electric motor runs the other way, and power is
pushed out on the grid. The system can ramp up in 5 to 10 seconds, not as
fast as flywheels or batteries, but faster than a simple cycle gas turbine, Kelly
said.
If the system has to run for long periods, empty locomotives drive back up the
hill on a second track and pick up a new load of stone. Large systems will
require multiple parallel tracks up to eight miles long, Kelly said. ARES has a
round-trip efficiency of 86%, but Kelly thinks that number will rise as the
company optimizes its equipment.
Utilities are notorious for being slow to adopt new technology, but ARES
seems to have short-circuited that process, going straight from its test track to
commercial construction.
Officials from Valley Electric, a Nevada co-op with a 150-MW peak summer
load, first encountered ARES at a symposium in 2011, Valley Electric CEO
Thomas Husted said in an interview. At the time the utility expected 3 GW of
solar to come into its system, so it was very interested in energy storage.
Husted was not put off by ARES' newness.
"We feel very good about the technology," he said. "When you look at it, it's
really not new technology. This is off-the-shelf equipment. We don't see it as
taking a chance with new technology."
Nevada is a particularly good place for ARES, because its landscape features
exactly the kind of long, gentle slopes the trains need to operate at peak
efficiency. Based on results at the Tehachapi test facility, the trains run best on
grades between 6% and 8% and at speeds between 16 and 20 mph. In
Nevada, and other dry plains around the world, Kelly expects to find slopes up
to eight miles long. The longer the track, the more power the system can
store.
The Nevada project will provide 50 MW of capacity and hold 12.5 MWh with
the fast performance best suited to serving California's ancillary services
markets. ARES hopes the project will be in service in 2016, in time to help
California meet its 1,325-MW energy storage target.
<ReadMore>
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Nowhere To Hide From Global Forest
Watch
SustainableBusiness.com News
There's nowhere to hide now that Global Forest Watch has launched - citizens
around the world now have all the information they need to monitor the state of
the world's forests.
Global Forest Watch combines the latest satellite technology, open data and
social media crowdsourcing to produce "near-real time, reliable, and actionable
data" about what's happening to forests worldwide.

International
the UN Environment Program (UNEP) and businesses and NGOs from around
the world.
<ReadMore>

Jackfruit heralded as ‘miracle’ food
crop
By Suzanne Goldenberg, for theguardian.com
It’s big and bumpy with a gooey interior and a powerful smell of decay – but it
could help keep millions of people from hunger.
Researchers say jackfruit – a
large ungainly fruit grown
across south and south-east
Asia
–
could
be
a
replacement for wheat, corn
and other staple crops under
threat from climate change.

High resolution data from half a billion NASA Landsat satellite images
measures whether tree cover is growing or lessening. You can even sign up
for alerts that let you know when there's tree cover loss, pinpointing where it's
occurring.
"Businesses, governments and communities desperately want better
information about forests. Now, they have it," says Andrew Steer, CEO
of World Resources Institute, which facilitated the project. Global Forest
Watch "will fundamentally change the way people and businesses manage
forests. From now on, the bad guys cannot hide and the good guys will be
recognized for their stewardship."
Companies that buy commodities such as palm oil, soy and timber will be able
to see for themselves whether suppliers are complying with laws
and sustainability standards. When they do it right, suppliers will be able
to conclusively show their products come from well-managed forests. No more
wondering about who is telling the truth!
And forest protection groups can use the information to pressure companies
and governments to stop deforestation.

The World Bank and United
Nations warned recently that
rising
temperatures
and
unpredictable rainfall had
already reduced yields of
wheat and corn, and could lead to food wars within the decade.
Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus) growing in Kerala, India.
Photograph: Olaf Krüger/Corbis

Now researchers say jackfruit could help provide the solution.
Jackfruit is the largest known treeborne fruit. Even a small jackfruit weighs in at
10-15lbs (5-7kg), and farmers have recorded specimens of more than 100lbs
(45kg).
“It’s a miracle. It can provide so many nutrients and calories – everything,” said
Shyamala
Reddy,
a
biotechnology researcher at the
University
of
Agriculture
Sciences in Bangalore, India. “If
you just eat 10 or 12 bulbs of
this fruit, you don’t need food
for another half a day.”
But jackfruit, despite its huge
potential,
remains
underexploited as a food crop
in India, where it originated.

Until now, the usefulness of satellite images has been limited because of the
long time lag in getting them online. By the time people see them, the forests
are cut, cattles are grazing (or palm trees are growing) and criminals are long
gone. It typically takes 3-5 years to produce a national forest cover map.
"With the exception of Brazil, none of the tropical forest countries have been
able to report the state of their forests," says Rebecca Moore, engineering
manager with Google Earth Outreach and Earth Engine. "Now it will be
possible to have near real-time updates of the state of the world's forests, open
to anyone to use."
It's also a great tool for corporations that have committed to purchase only
from sustainably managed forests. Nestle, for example, says the tool will give
it better oversight of suppliers that produce raw materials such as meat, soy
and palm oil - which forests are often cleared to grow.
"It is going to help us dramatically to refine our work on the ground, in places
where we think there might be issues with our supply chain," says Duncan
Pollard, associate vice president for sustainability at Nestle.
Global Forest Watch makes this possible by embedding key information in the
images. You can see which palm oil company operates in a specific area of
Indonesia where images have shown recent forest destruction. That could lead
to a buyer canceling purchases from a supplier.
So if a palm oil company says it will no longer clear primary forests, now they
will be watched to make sure they keep that promise.
The REDD market should also get a boost. When organizations buy credits
for maintaining or restoring forests, and can actively view their progress, they
will be more likely to invest.
It will also give people a birds-eye view of the extent of deforestation across
the world.
The initial $25 million to build the tool came mostly from the governments of
the US, UK and Norway. It's been developed by a partnership convened by
the World Resources Institute, which includes Google and some 40 partners -
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That is beginning to change,
however, with a growing
number of researchers looking
for alternatives.

Jackfruit is sold on a Bangkok street, Thailand. Photograph:
Bertrand Garde/Alamy

Reddy’s university will host an international conference on jackfruit in May. She
said the Indian government had launched a number of new initiatives to
promote the crop by expanding its use as a canned vegetable and as a
processed food.
The effort coincides with a global push to expand food production, especially in
developing countries which are expected to face growing challenges to feed
their people in the coming decades.
Jackfruit can fill the gap on
a number of counts, said
Danielle
Nierenberg,
president of Food Tank,
which works on sustainable
agriculture.
“It is easy to grow. It
survives pests and diseases
and high temperatures. It is
drought-resistant,” she said.
“It achieves what farmers
need in food production when facing a lot of challenges under climate change.”
The fruit is rich in potassium, calcium, and iron, said Reddy, making it more
nutritious than current starchy staples.
Sri Lanka and Vietnam have established jackfruit industries, where the fruit is
processed into products as diverse as flour, noodles, papad and ice cream.
Jackfruit is also canned and sold as a vegetable for export.
<ReadMore>
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Want to change customer behaviour?
Try changing your business model
A growing number of companies are helping customers change their
behaviour, prioritising brand loyalty and 'stickiness'
By Lindsay Clinton, theguardian.com

International
models are gaining traction in the energy industry. Opower is one of several
software companies that partners with utility providers across the US to
promote efficiency among energy users. The focus of the company, expected
to go public with a $110m initial public offering on the NYSE today, is two-fold:
on the utility side, it helps companies capture and analyze large datasets to
create business value; on the consumer side, it offers various platforms for
engagement. In the process, Opower makes it easier for customers to
understand their energy bills and encourages them to conserve energy, save
money and reduce their carbon emissions.
Opower's business model is tied to the amount of behavior change that it
drives. By empowering consumers with knowledge about their energy
consumption, and by leveraging proven behavior-changing techniques, the
company is transforming how people think about their energy use and driving
further engagement between consumers and utilities.
<ReadMore>

How Sacramento takes food waste
from tables to gas tanks
By Heather Clancy

Philadelphia increased its residential recycling by nearly 20,000 tons after partnering with
Recyclebank. Photograph: Corbis

This is the third in a series of posts by SustainAbility about business-model
innovations that accelerate social and environmental impact.
Imagine if you got rewarded every time you rode your bike instead of driving,
or if you could received a tangible benefit whenever you made a greener
choice. Would this change how you go about your day? And could that change
be a stimulus to speed up advances in global sustainability?
Convincing consumers to change their behavior is a significant component of
the sustainability agenda. But for the most part, these efforts have been based
in apps and campaigns, such as Alcoa's Aluminate can recycling app or Bank
of America's Keep the Change savings program. By comparison, business
models designed to stimulate sustainable behavior change are a relatively new
– and largely unproven – concept.
However, given the growth of smart technology and social media, expect to
see a behavior-change-focused business models in the future. If these models
can generate profit and scale, they could help drive an economy decoupled
from resource use.
One company trying to do just that is New York City-based Recyclebank. Its
business model, refined over the last decade, connects behavior change to
tangible benefits. The company rewards people for taking greener actions, like
walking rather than driving, with points that they can use to make purchases at
local and national retailers.
A key part of the Recyclebank model is its revenue-generating partnerships
across the US and UK. To help promote behavior change, it works with
companies that want to engage "eco-curious" consumers and cities that want
to, say, increase recycling or encourage their residents to walk or bike.
Over the last several years, Recyclebank has worked with Philadelphia to give
residents incentives to recycle more. Here's how it works: residents receive a
recycling bin with a unique bar code. When city trucks pick up the bins, they
calculate the weight of the materials inside and credit participants with reward
points that can be used at local and national stores.
As a result of the partnership, Philadelphia has increased its residential
recycling by nearly 20,000 tons. Its curbside recycling diversion rate went up
4% between 2010 and 2013.
This behavior changing model, used by just a handful of companies, is one of
the emerging innovations identified in a new report by SustainAbility that I cowrote and launched last month. Model Behavior: 20 Business Model
Innovations for Sustainability reviews more than 80 companies that
demonstrate business model innovations.
At their core, behavior-change business models aim to reduce consumption,
change purchasing patterns or modify daily habits. In the process, they
empower consumers with knowledge about their consumption, helping them
track product or service use. To increase engagement, they frequently employ
game dynamics that create competition between customers.
As consumers become more interested in reducing their energy bills, these
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An
innovative
partnership
is
helping Sacramento,
Calif.,
to
reduce
emissions
and
reduce landfill waste,
while stimulating at
least $1.1 million in
tax revenue and
local
business
opportunities.
At the center of the
Sacramento
BioDigester project is
an
anaerobic
digestion facility originally run by CleanWorld, which can process 25 tons of
food scraps and organic waste daily. The plant is being expanded this year to
handle four times that amount.
"As mayor, I have a vision to transform my region into the greenest in the
country and a hub for clean energy technology," said Sacramento Mayor Kevin
Johnson when CleanWorld was recognized with an Energy Vision leadership
award for the project in November. "One of the signature projects to do this in
Sacramento is to convert organic waste and specifically food waste to build a
biofuels industry in our region. In fact, we had a specific goal to build three
plants producing 1 million gallons of biofuel by 2020."
The city actually beat that goal by six years. With the expansion, the
BioDigester will divert an estimated 40,000 tons of food waste from
Sacramento landfills each year and displace the amount of diesel needed by
these fleets by 700,000 "diesel gallon equivalents," according to Johnson.
What's more, the facility reduces greenhouse gas emissions by some 20,500
tons annually and produces more than 10 million gallons of fertilizers and soil
amendments that offer an additional revenue stream for the developers.
The process is pretty simple: organic scraps that have been separated from
other waste streams are transported to the facility, where anaerobic digestion
produces methane. The biogas is converted at the adjacent fueling station,
where it is used to fuel the hauling equipment that brings the feedstocks there
in the first place — closing the loop.
The project received four major environmental awards in 2013, including the
governor's award for innovation. The back story of how the biodigester came to
be includes not just Sacramento-based CleanWorld, but several key
technology partners:
Atlas Disposal – A Sacramento-based waste hauler that not only transports
feedstock to the facility but was the first to commit to procure the compressed
natural gas created there for its truck fleet (the company created a division
called ReFuel to focus on providing this service for other fleets)
BioCNG – The Madison, Wis., developer that created the system for refining
the biogas created at the biodigester into fuel almost identical in chemical
qualities to pipeline natural gas
Clean Energy Fuels – A Newport Beach, Calif., company that provided the
refueling station used to deliver the fuel to trucks in the region. (It manages
about 500 fueling stations across the United States and Canada.)
<ReadMore>
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Plants the key to removing 63m tonnes of Genetically engineered mosquitoes
carbon dioxide a year

could be vital weapon against malaria

By Oliver Milman, for theguardian.com
Australia can remove
63m tonnes of carbon
dioxide a year from
the atmosphere by
2050 if it embraces
technology
that
captures CO2 and
buries
it,
new
modelling has shown.
The Jacobs
SKM
study, commissioned
by
the
Climate
Institute,
says
biomass
carbon
capture and storage
(bio-CCS) can play a
Plants suck up CO2, which is released into the atmosphere when they die
or are cut down. Photograph: Patrick Pleul/EPA
significant
role in
helping Australia play
its part in keeping the global temperature increase to less than 2C compared
with pre-industrial levels.
The latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
released on Sunday, says although the availability and widespread deployment
of carbon dioxide removal technologies are “uncertain”, they have to play a
role if emissions are to be curbed.
The Climate Institute report finds that, without bio-CCS, Australia will have to
pay more for emissions reductions or buy abatement from overseas.
A failure to remove carbon in this way will increase the cost of climate action
by up to $60bn by 2050, the report says.
The study, the first in-depth look at biomass storage in Australia, stresses
there is “no silver bullet that will stop climate change” but that carbon capture
needs to be part of the mix to give the world a 75% chance of avoiding a 2C
increase.
Bio-CCS involves using wood and crop material as fuel to generate electricity
or other forms of energy.
Plants suck up CO2, which is normally released into the atmosphere when
they die or are cut down. Bio-CSS prevents the second stage of this life cycle
by burning the material for power then storing the released carbon
underground.
This outcome, called “negative emissions”, will ensure that more carbon is
locked up in the ground than is released into the air.
The removal of 63m tonnes of CO2 a year by 2050 is equivalent to 1.5 times
the current emissions from all cars in Australia.
The government has identified the storage of carbon in soils and plants as a
key plank in its climate policy, outlining plans to plant millions of trees and fund
projects that advance soil sequestering.
Critics argue carbon capture is unproven and a distraction from preventing
emissions at the source. However, the CSIRO has conducted extensive work
in the area of carbon capture and recently released a map of Australian
soils suitable for this purpose.
“If we are serious about 2C, we’ve got to get this stuff out of the atmosphere
and have a serious conversation about how the hell we do that,” the chief
executive of the Climate Institute, John Connor, told Guardian Australia.
“We’ve got to have a full press on energy efficiency and renewable energy, but
we need to start looking at carbon capture. We need to turn off the tap but also
pull out the plug. We’re not pretending it’ll be easy, but we need to start that
conversation.”
Bio-CCS involves the transition from coal burning to burning vegetative matter,
in order to be emissions negative. Connor concedes this prospect will be
opposed by the fossil fuel industry.
“The fossil fuel industry is its own worst enemy,” he said. “It should be
championing things that limit emissions for it to have a future.
“The lunacy in the public debate at the moment will have to subside if we’re
going to have these conversations and get serious about keeping to the 2C
guard rail.”
<Source>

An Oxford-based biotech firm is modifying the males of the species to be sterile, effectively
making the killers kill themselves
By Elisabeth Braw, Guardian Professional

An Oxford company breeds male mosquitoes that are genetically modified to be sterile, so they can mate but
not procreate. Photograph: CDC / Phanie / Rex Features

627,000 deaths per year: that's a good figure. Malaria, the deadly illness
caused by infected mosquitoes, is on the retreat, thanks to medical treatments
that have reduced mortality rates by 42% since 2000. Among African children,
the mortality rate has dropped even more: 54%. Even so, one African child
dies of malaria every minute, according to the World Health Organisation.
It's not that NGOs and aid organisations don't try hard enough to prevent the
parasite-infected mosquitoes from biting humans: it's just that keeping every
one of the tiny insects away with nets and insecticides is very hard work.
What if all that mosquito-chasing wasn't necessary? What if the insects killed
themselves? That's the idea behind Oxitec, an Oxford-based biotech company.
It breeds sterile male mosquitoes for release in affected areas. As male
mosquitoes always do, they'll find the females and mate with them – but
because they're sterile, the offspring will die. "We're using mosquitoes'
biological urge to our advantage", Oxitec chief executive Hadyn Parry
tells Guardian Sustainable Business.
This is how Oxitec's pioneering mosquito intervention works: scientists breed
both males and females on trays in the company's three factories; one in
Oxford, two in Brazil. At the stage between larvae and fully developed insects,
the mosquitoes are separated and the males, easy to identify thanks to their
larger size, are kept. The separation can either be done on site or in the area
where the sterile mosquitoes will be dispatched on their mission. "A coffee cup
holds about 3m eggs, so it's inexpensive to send", explains Parry.
Oxitec's sterile Romeos are genetically modified mosquitoes; their code has
been changed to make sure the genetic material they give their female
partners doesn't result in offspring. The Oxitec scientists have also added a
forensic marker – a colour – to their insects, which makes it easy for scientists
and doctors tracking mosquito-borne diseases to establish where the sterile
mosquitoes are active and how far they travel.
Letting the deadly mosquitoes kill each other softly seems a sensible solution,
especially since Oxitec reports that the process has no environmental effects.
Of course, it also saves humans in affected areas from constant exposure to
insecticides. "People use insecticides to prove that they're doing something,
even if it's not very successful", says Parry. "And you can only use insecticides
in homes that are permanently open, as they often are in the African
countryside. In cities, where people close their windows and doors, you can't
use them." According to Oxitec, the cost of its sterile males is low as well.
To date, Oxitec has chosen to focus primarily on mosquitoes carrying dengue
fever, an illness causing high fever, muscle pains and severe skin rashes.
That's because the dengue virus is carried only by one mosquito species.
"Genetically modified mosquitoes are much more applicable for diseases like
dengue because malaria is carried by so many different kinds of mosquitoes",
explains Dr Thomas Walker, a lecturer at the Department for Disease Control
at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. "Another potential
drawback is that the sterile males may not be as fit as regular males." In other
words, the killer males may not mate with the females as regular males are
faster and fitter.
But with dengue infecting some 50 million people per year, combating its
carriers is a large and potentially rewarding task in itself.
<ReadMore>
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China’s air pollution leading to more WHO: air pollution ‘is single biggest
erratic climate for US, say scientists
By Jonathan Kaiman in Beijing, for theguardian.com

environmental health risk’
By John Vidal, for theguardian.com

Air pollution has become the world’s single biggest environmental health risk,
linked to around 7 million –
or nearly one in eight
deaths in 2012 – according
to
the
World
Health
Organisation (WHO).
The new figures are more
than
double
previous
estimates and suggest that
outdoor
pollution
from
traffic fumes and coal

Smog in Beijing. China is revising its environmental laws to allow local authorities to shut polluting factories
and punish offenders. Photograph: David Gray/Reuters

China’s air pollution could be intensifying storms over the Pacific Ocean and
altering weather patterns in North America, according to scientists in the US. A
team from Texas, California and Washington state has found that pollution
from Asia, much of it arising in China, is leading to more intense cyclones,
increased precipitation and more warm air in the mid-Pacific moving towards
the north pole.
According to the team’s findings, which were released on Monday in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, these changes could
ultimately contribute to erratic weather in the US.
The authors used advanced computer models to study interactions between
clouds and fine airborne particles known as aerosols, particularly manmade
ones such as those emitted from vehicles and coal-fired power plants.
“Our work provides, for the first time to the authors’ knowledge, a global multiscale perspective of the climatic effects of pollution outflows from Asia,” says
the study’s abstract.
One effect, the study says, is an “intensification of the Pacific storm track”, a
narrow zone over the ocean where some storms that pass over the US begin
to gather.
“Mid-latitude storms develop off Asia and they track across the Pacific, coming
in to the west coast of the US,” said Ellie Highwood, a climate physicist at the
University of Reading. “The particles in this model are affecting how strong
those storms are, how dense the clouds are, and how much rainfall comes out
of those storms.”
China is fighting to contain the environmental fallout from 30 years of
unchecked growth. Of 74 Chinese cities monitored by the central government
71 failed to meet air quality standards, the environmental ministry said last
month.
China’s top leaders are aware of the extent of the problem. Beijing will soon
revise an important piece of legislation and give environmental protection
authorities the power to shut polluting factories, punish officials and restrict
industrial development in some areas, Reuters reported on Tuesday.
The changes to the China’s environmental protection law, the first since 1989,
will legally enshrine oft-repeated government promises to prioritise
environmental protection over economic growth.
Cao Mingde, a law professor at the China University of Political Science and
Law, told the newswire that upholding environmental protection as a
fundamental principle was a huge change. “It emphasises that the environment
is a priority.”
Although the legislation’s fourth draft is nearing completion, it is still short on
details, according to the report. China’s legal system is often hostile to
pollution-related litigation.
On Monday, a Chinese court rejected a lawsuit by five residents of Lanzhou, a
city in the country’s north-west, over an incident last week when dangerous
levels of the carcinogenic chemical benzene were detected in the water
supply. The residents demanded damages, a public apology and water quality
data from the city-owned water company.
According to a local newspaper, the court claimed that under civil procedure
law, the litigants were unqualified to sue; in pollution-related cases only
“agencies and organisations” could press charges, and they needed official
authorisation to take action.
<ReadMore>
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burning,
and
indoor
pollution from wood and
coal stoves, kills more
people than smoking, road deaths and diabetes combined.
Around 80% of the 3.7 million deaths from outdoor pollution came as a result
of stroke and heart disease, 11% from lung diseases and 6% from cancers.
The vast majority were in Asia, with 180,000 in the Americas and Europe
combined, said the WHO.
Indoor air pollution led to 4.3 million deaths, of which 34% were caused by
strokes, 26% heart diseases and 12% respiratory disease in children. Only
19,000 of these deaths were in rich countries, with the vast majority being in
low- and middle-income countries. Because many people are exposed to both
indoor and outdoor air pollution, the WHO said deaths attributed to the two
sources cannot be added together.
“The risks from air pollution are now far greater than previously thought or
understood, particularly for heart disease and strokes,” said Maria Neira,
director of WHO’s department for public health, environmental and social
determinants of health. “Few risks have a greater impact on global health
today than air pollution; the evidence signals the need for concerted action to
clean up the air we all breathe.”
South-east Asia, said the WHO, is now the most polluted region in the world,
with 3.3 million deaths linked to indoor air pollution and 2.6 million deaths
related to outdoor air pollution. This reflects the explosive growth of cities and
industrial development in China and India, as well as continuing deep poverty
in rural areas.
The new estimates are
based not on an significant
increase in pollution, but on
improved knowledge of the
links between air pollutants
and heart diseases and
cancers, in addition to
known links with respiratory
diseases. A 2008 WHO
report
estimated
that
outdoor pollution led to
about 1.3 million deaths,
while about 1.9 million
A woman breastfeeds her baby while another prepares food on an open fire
people were killed by indoor
indoor in Kagera, Tanzania. Women had higher levels of exposure than men
in developing countries. Photograph: Jochem Wijnands/Alamy
pollution. A Lancet study last
year suggested that the surge in car use in south and east Asia killed 2.1
million people prematurely in 2010. Last year, WHO’s cancer agency classified
air pollution as a carcinogen, linking dirty air to lung and bladder cancer.
“Cleaning up the air we breathe prevents non-communicable diseases as well
as reduces disease risks among women and vulnerable groups, including
children and the elderly,” said Dr Flavia Bustreo, WHO assistant director
general of family, women and children’s health. “Poor women and children pay
a heavy price from indoor air pollution since they spend more time at home
breathing in smoke and soot from leaky coal and wood cook stoves.”
Martin Williams, professor of air quality at the environmental research group,
King’s College London, said: “This is an important study, and although the
majority of attributable deaths occur in south-east Asia and the western Pacific,
air pollution impacts on mortality and health are still a significant public health
problem in Europe, including the UK.”
India Gate can barely be seen through smog in Delhi. Around 4.3 million
deaths in 2012 were caused by indoor air pollution, mostly from wood and coal
stoves in Asia. Photograph: Louis Dowse/Corbis

<ReadMore>
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A Swedish denim label wants
change the way we wear our jeans

International
to

Nudie jeans recommends not washing jeans for six months and has repair
stores offering a free fix up service for old jeans
By Leah Borromeo, Guardian Professional
Swedish
denim
label
Nudie Jeans recommends
people don't wash their new
jeans for at least six months.
It has also opened satellite
repair stores around the
world where customers can
take
their
knackered
trousers in for a free fix up.
Nudie wants to be a fully
transparent
company.
"Caring capitalism" may be
A new breed of ethical jeans? Nudie Jeans aims to be totally
an oxymoron but Nudie
transparent. Photograph: Nudie Jeans
appears to be shifting the
public gaze towards something akin to responsible consumerism.
The website claims that they "do not envisage a trade-off between profit and
people, or between manufacture and environmental responsibility". Fashion is
still very much an industry and you won't find people screaming for the
takedown of capitalism here. Not too loudly anyway.
I sat down with someone who was there at the start of Nudie – its CEO Palle
Stenberg – and asked him to explain their business model. "I first met Nudie's
founder Maria [Erixon Levin] when she was working at a small shop outside
Gothenburg. She'd been working with denim for many years." Some years
later, he adds, "she said 'Palle, let's do our own jeans'. She was fed up with the
commercial side of things because everything was looking at the short term.
Her idea was that instead of just looking at profit, let's do the jeans the way we
want them. I said 'yeah, let's do it'".

you see the repairs? If I turn it inside out … you can see repairs. That's the
idea. Buy a pair of organic jeans, never wash them and you wear them and
wear them and wear them and they become like a second skin. You save
water because you're not washing them too."
The Nudie business model is based around not washing your jeans? "Your
jeans break, you come to the store and we repair them for free. You wear them
for another six months at least, you bring them back, we repair them and so on
and so on until you don't want to wear them anymore and we take them off
you. You choose a new pair and we use your old pair to fix other pairs or we
sell them to people," he says.
<ReadMore>

US Green Building Council Launches
National Plan to Educate All Students
on Sustainability
SustainableBusiness.com News
Leave it to the wildly successful US Green Building Council which turned one
of the biggest, dirtiest industries significantly greener, to launch another
massive project on our wish list: a National Action Plan for Educating for
Sustainability.
Its goal: all students are educated for a sustainable future by 2040 through the
integration of environment, economy and equity, with the ability to apply
systems thinking to problem solving and decision-making.
"Education for Sustainability (EfS) empowers students to make decisions that
balance the need to preserve healthy ecosystems with the need to promote
vibrant economies and equitable social systems for all generations to come,"
they say.

Stenberg says Nudie started out with the ethical side hard-wired into the
business model. "Those ethics have always been part of us ... The look and
the fit is important - otherwise nobody buys them. But the social responsibility
and taking care of nature was also there from day one. We wanted to know
that everyone who worked with us would go to sleep at night having an OK
life."
"We became 100% organic a few years ago, our next step is to be 100%
transparent - to show everybody everything. We're just working out the way to
do it."
In India, where Nudie gets some of its cotton from (it also sources from Italy
and Turkey), Palle says they pay their workers living wages, not just minimum
wages. He also takes great pride in Nudie's manufacturing - 90% of which
happens in Italy. "Italy is a part of the EU and we pay the same taxes, their
salaries are like the ones we have here in Sweden. I think that's where the big
difference is. I think our margins are more or less like other brands … maybe
even a little worse. But we're a profitable company. Shoppers are really behind
us because of our core values."
Nudie Jeans are becoming popular and not everyone buys them for the ethics,
but they soon get the hint. At a visit to one of their flagship stores in London, I
was taken through their range, where their jeans came from and how to care
for them. Their repair shop is in the front window next to the till.
You get the sense that the average Nudie customer wouldn't be seen dead
with a dream-catcher listening to the Grateful Dead. Everyone who worked
there and who walked in was effortlessly cool. The price point is cheaper or
equivalent to most designer denim labels.
"We have three shops in Sweden, one in Berlin, one in London, five in Japan,
five in Australia, one in Zurich and one in Barcelona," says Stenberg. "And
then online. We also have distribution in 26 countries around the world. The
cool thing is that the same people who started the brand twelve, thirteen years
ago are still here."
Stenberg acknowledges that Nudie aren't perfect. It takes around 1,800
gallons of water to produce one pair of jeans. "It's no secret that the cotton
industry is one of the worst industries in the world. We only work with organic
cotton, and the people we work with reuse their water and they don't use
pesticides to grow it."
When I ask about his own waste flows, Stenberg gets up and fetches an olderthan-old pair of jeans. "Everyone wants to know what difference we make," he
says. "Here is a pair I've been wearing every day for at least two years. Can
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credit: CELF Environmental Literacy
In partnership with global education leader Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, the
action plan outlines a strategy for all 50 states to adopt a comprehensive green
schools policy that includes a graduation requirement around sustainability
literacy by 2040.
"When the U.S. Department of Education published its Green Ribbon Schools
award which called for all K-12 graduates to be environmentally literate, we
received that as a directive for the community to band together and figure out
how we will ensure that happens," says Rachel Gutter, director of the Center
for Green Schools at USGBC.
This year, the groundwork is being laid by forming working groups, an
online communications platform, creating a funding campaign, and sharing/
distributing best case models and materials. By June, they will establish the
US Teacher Education for Sustainable Development Network.
The goal for 2015 is for EfS-related content to be included in the next revision
of the ISLLC 2008 Standards for educational leadership, used by state
policymakers to set high-level standards.
By 2020, EfS coaches should be available for all school districts and by 2023,
sustainability professions should commonly be members of leadership teams
in school districts. The following year, EfS will be embedded into the process of
learning to be a teacher.
In 2025, the goal is for 35 states to have a comprehensive green schools
policy, which includes an EfS graduation requirement, and by 2030, all
state boards of education have adopted teacher evaluation standards
grounded in EfS.
<ReadMore>
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IPCC Update Emphasizes Series of
Multiplying Risks
SustainableBusiness.com News
The always highly anticipated UN climate change report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was released yesterday
and unless we live in a fantasy world, there are no surprises.
Before issuing this report - the first update since 2007 - nearly 500 government
officials (115 countries) and scientists huddled in Yokohama, Japan, obsessing
over every word. They all had to sign off on it.
Production involved 309 coordinating and lead authors and review editors from
70 countries. They were assisted by 436 contributing authors, and 1,729
expert and government reviewers. The final product is 2,610 pages in 32
volumes.
The report is divided into three installments. The first, released in September
2013, covers
the
physical
science
of
climate
change.
This
second installment updates research on climate impacts, to be followed
by mitigation strategies (April) and lastly a synthesis report on all the
installments (October).
Scientists point to one bright spot amidst the frightening data. Since the 2007
IPCC report, there's growing evidence that governments and corporations are
making serious adaptation plans.
Summary of IPCC's first installment, Climate Change 2013: The Physical
Science Basis:



Warming in the climate system is unequivocal and is caused by humans
through emissions of fossil fuels and clearing forests



It will get much worse unless immediate, prolonged and vigorous action is
taken to severely reduce the world's emissions.



For the first time, scientists put forth a "carbon budget" for humanity the upper limit of carbon emissions from industrial activities and forest
destruction.



Scientists expect warming to exceed the 2C threshold, where feedback
loops and long-term changes kick in.
Summary of this second installment, Climate Change 2014: Impacts,
Adaptation and Vulnerability :



The effects of climate change are already affecting every country and all
oceans, but humanity is ill-prepared for the consequences.



Because climate change is well underway, moving much faster than earlier
projections, even a small amount of further warming could lead to
"abrupt and irreversible changes."



The tipping point has already arrived for coral reefs and Arctic ecosystems,
which are experiencing irreversible shifts. Other parts of the world could
soon be at a tipping point.



With high levels of warming that result from continued growth in
greenhouse gas emissions, risks will be increasingly challenging to
manage, and even serious, sustained investments in adaptation will face
limits.
Dates for Climate Departure: For the first time, the report describes the effects
of climate change as a series
of
risks,
which multiply as
temperatures rise - food
production, fisheries, drinking
water, power outages, etc. all
of which will impact vulnerable
populations the most, including
the young, elderly and poor in
all countries.
Without quick, strong action,
rising
seas
will devastate
coastal areas, there will be
widespread hunger from droughts and floods, and extreme storms could
threaten infrastructure and emergency services.
"Nobody on this planet will be untouched by the impacts of climate change,"
Rajendra Pachauri, IPCC Chair, told Associated Press.
Scientists still say these risks can be minimized if aggressive action occurs
immediately, and governments need to act now to implement adaptive
measures that protect their citizens.
"We definitely face challenges, but understanding those challenges and
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tackling them creatively can make climate-change adaptation an important way
to help build a more vibrant world in the near-term and beyond," says Chris
Field, Co-Chair of the Working Group.
As in the last installment, scientists concur that climate change is now locked
in because of past, present and expected future emissions. Even if
greenhouse gas emissions suddenly stopped, it would take thousands of years
for atmospheric carbon to return to pre-industrial levels.
<ReadMore>

Green Technology Spotlight: World's
First Biodegradable, Carbon
Capturing Winery!
SustainableBusiness.com News
Hemp is used in hundreds of products, but here's a new one: a hemp wine
cellar.
Château Maris, a bio-dynamic and organic French winery, has created a netzero energy building by using bricks made from organic hemp and lime.
Topped by a green roof with solar panels, it produces as much energy as it
consumes.
The bricks create a 9,000-square-foot wine cellar that's both energy selfsufficient and biodegradable. They not only maintain consistent temperature
and humidity, they also absorb carbon from the surrounding environment. And
there's no need for systems that heat, cool or ventilate the structure.
Hemp has amazing qualities - the material both insulates and is "breathable" keeping the building warm in winter and cool in the summer at a
consistent 54°-63°F. Two exterior walls connected by an air tunnel also
insulated against extreme temperatures. If more airflow is needed to lower the
heat created by fermentation, there's a manual duct in the cellar's roof that can
be opened and closed.
Why Hemp?
Wouldn't it be great if all business went through such a careful analysis of the
materials they use? Here's how the two owners decided on hemp.
After five years of research, they
chose a hemp/lime combination
after
evaluating other
natural
options such as stone, rammed
earth and even straw. Why?
Because they examined the
lifecycles of potential materials
and hemp was the least
expensive and locally produced.
Hemp doesn't require irrigation or
fertilizers and its rapid root growth
creates
good soil
structure, controlling erosion.
They are using hemp straw - what's left after the crop is made into an
assortment of products from rope to clothes to paper. It's inexpensive because
Europe provides some subsidies for the crop and it fit the bill for low-carbon
transport because hemp farms are nearby.
Even better, the hemp bricks are very light, making them easy to transport. A
two-foot thick brick weighs 33 pounds. And when lime is added to harden
hemp straw into bricks, the chemical transformation into limestone carbonate
captures and sequesters carbon.
They basically created a biodegradable building that sequesters carbon - an
estimated 44 kilos per square meter - for the next 20-25 years.
Château Maris is applying for LEED-Platinum certification. In addition to using
LEDs for all lighting, they capture rainwater, recycle gray water, and have
plans to run 100% on wind and solar.
To top it off, the wines are in recycled glass bottles with recycled paper labels,
and the company donates $1.50 from each bottle sold from three wines to the
Jane Goodall Institute, Rainforest Foundation or International Polar
Foundation.
This year, the winery plans to sell 300,000 bottles, at such notable restaurants
as NYC's Waldorf Astoria. "Our sales are at record highs and we continue to
grow rapidly driven by the growing interest in products that are sustainable and
organic," says co-owner Kevin Parker, who previously headed Deutsche Asset
Management. He is now also CEO of Sustainable Insight Capital Management,
which creates client portfolios around companies with superior environmental,
social and governance practices.
<ReadMore>
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Climate change action is the best insurance Could future clothes, bottles and chairs
be made from carbon emissions?
policy in world history
Companies such as AirCarbon and Novomer turn greenhouse gases to into
new materials for a wide variety of products

By Damian Carrington, for theguardian.com

By Bruce Watson, theguardian.com

An environmentalist embraces a globe during the Rio+20 UN sustainable development summit in Rio de
Janeiro in June, 2012. Photograph: Nacho Doce/Reuters

As someone living in the rich west, I am far from unusual in insuring my life, my
house, my travel, my teeth and even my dog. What I do not have, and what
the new landmark report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change makes very clear is urgently needed, is global warming insurance.
While I am happy to pay relatively small premiums to protect myself from the
remote chance of my house collapsing or losing a suitcase, the world – so far –
has been unwilling to pay the small premium needed to protect against far
more likely and more devastating risks. The new IPCC report, the consensus
of hundreds of the best scientists on the planet and signed off by the world’s
governments, sets out the impacts of global warming and focuses on risk for
the first time. The report details what we’d get in our climate change insurance
policy: a reduction in the risk of the following:



Mortality and morbidity during periods of extreme heat, particularly
for vulnerable urban populations and those working outdoors



Extreme weather events leading to breakdown of infrastructure
networks and critical services such as electricity, water supply, and
health and emergency services



Food insecurity and the breakdown of food systems, particularly for
poorer populations in urban and rural settings



Severe ill-health and disrupted livelihoods for
populations due to inland flooding in some regions



Death, injury, ill-health, or disrupted livelihoods in low-lying coastal
zones and small island developing states, due to storm surges,
coastal flooding, and sea-level rise



Loss of rural livelihoods and income due to insufficient access to
drinking and irrigation water and reduced agricultural productivity



Loss of terrestrial and marine ecosystems, biodiversity, and the
services they provide for livelihoods

large

urban

Now that’s what I call a comprehensive policy. It’s particularly good value
because the impacts of global warming on food, health, livelihoods
and national security are already right here, right now. In contrast, try getting
health insurance after you fall ill.
The climate change insurance policy is comprised of two key actions. First,
carbon emissions must be cut rapidly to avoid large future temperature rises
that, the IPCC report concludes, would lead to “severe, pervasive, and
irreversible impacts”. That is the path we are currently on.
Second, measures must be put in place to adapt as best we can to the future
warming already locked into the system. It cannot be cut emissions or adapt,
the IPCC report emphasises repeatedly, it must be both.
So how much is the premium for this policy? The straight answer is we don’t
know exactly: it depends on too many economic and social factors to be
precise. But what we do know, and have since at least the 2006 Stern report,
is that it is very likely cost more to do nothing than to take out the insurance.
That’s another reason why it is a bargain: for most insurance, most people pay
more in premiums than they ever get back in claims.
<ReadMore>
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AirCarbon rearranges the carbon molecules from greenhouse gas emissions and produces a plastic that can
then be used to make everyday plastic products. Photograph: Christopher Thomond

Finding materials that are both sustainable and affordable has long been a
central quandary in sustainable design. Certainly, high-cost, high-end
materials, like sustainably-sourced hardwoods and post-consumer paper
products, exist. However, the price of these products often pushes them out of
the reach of many consumers.
Adding to the frustration is the fact that there is no dearth of available
sustainable materials, including recovered waste. What if companies could
move the recovered materials needle up a notch? What if, instead of simply
diverting materials from landfills, they could recover a harmful waste material
before it is even released? And what if, in the process, they could replace
some of the most environmentally unsound materials currently in use?
Those questions lie at the heart of a new level of sustainable materials
engineering. Across the globe, a growing cadre of engineers and researchers
are looking for ways to transform greenhouse gasses into useable materials.
For the most part, the push to deal with greenhouse gasses has focused on
limiting, offsetting and sequestering the materials, either by regulating the
gasses that factories release, encouraging manufacturers to offset their
"carbon footprint," or collecting greenhouse gasses and burying them deep
within the earth. However, many of these gasses are at least partially
composed of carbon, which means that they contain the building blocks of
many popular materials, including plastic.
The vast majority of plastic is produced from petroleum, which means that the
long carbon chains that make up the material come from one of the most
environmentally costly materials on the planet. The question, then, is how to
take the carbon molecules that make up greenhouse gasses like methane,
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide, and transform them into long, plastic-like
carbon chains.
Creating carbon chains
AirCarbon entrepreneur Mark Herrema thinks that he may have a solution. By
combining methane and carbon dioxide with a proprietary catalyst, his
company rearranges the carbon into long chains, producing a plastic that can
then be used to make bottles, chairs or almost anything else that plastic is
currently used for.
AirCarbon diverts carbon from the atmosphere, but instead of burying it in the
earth or storing it in canisters, it repurposes it as a useable material. Herrema
emphasizes that his company's product is completely carbon negative: from
collection of the greenhouse gasses to transportation to production of the
plastics. Currently, AirCarbon's plastics are used by over thirty companies,
including Virgin and KI.
"Keeping up with demand is our biggest challenge right now," Herrema
explains. In August, 2013, the company scaled up to commercial production for
the first time, and are now focusing on expansion. It plans to open another
plant in late 2014 or early 2015.
Part of AirCarbon's high demand comes from the fact that it not only competes
on sustainability, but also competes on price. "We want to make a global scale
difference with this resin, and the only way we could do that was if we outcompeted on price," Herrema says.
<ReadMore>
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IPCC: How climate change will stunt
economic growth
By Joanna Benn
As temperatures warm from
climate change, risk to crops,
water supplies, biodiversity
and oceans multiplies. For the
business
community
and
investors, climate change will
also hit growth, according to
the latest report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC).
The report found that the
impacts will be felt by every
sector of the economy and are
relevant to all investors,
financial services and businesses. Decisions made by private sector investors
and financial institutions will have a major influence on how society as a whole
responds to climate change.
"This report is essential reading for businesses everywhere," says Neil Adger
from the University of Exeter UK and a chapter author of the IPCC's Fifth
Assessment report. "If you want to understand the risks of climate change — to
natural resources, to the insurance sector, to agriculture and food — the IPCC
report paints the big picture. The insurance sector, for example, faces
uncertainty in setting premiums, and major risks when wild weather damages
property, people and assets. Understanding such risks within businesses,
large and small is important work."
This is the second of three reports on the causes, consequences of and
possible solutions to climate change. The first part of the report released in
September was unequivocal that humans were the dominant cause of climate
change since the middle of the last century. This second report is equally grim
reading, with very few positive impacts projected under a changing climate at
this speed.

International
basic-needs poverty line across 28 countries.
Ripples throughout the global economy
Climate change will have impacts that for many businesses, may not be in the
forefront of primary concerns. But looking towards a stable and consistent
workforce, climate change will increase displacement of people over the
coming century. Impacts can also create rivalry between nations over natural
resources and the risk of conflicts.
Estimates of the impacts of climate change on worker productivity, assuming
current work practices, primarily through heat stress, indicate that productivity
has already declined during the hottest and wettest seasons in parts of Africa
and Asia. With more than half of afternoon hours projected to be lost to the
need for rest breaks in 2050 in South East Asia, we may see up to a 20% loss
in global productivity in 2100 under a business-as-usual scenario.
The physical impacts of climate change include increased risks to population
centers and assets in coastal zones from sea-level rise and storm surges.
Agricultural commodity prices will likely be higher and more volatile due to
changes in agriculture patterns.
A large proportion of species face increased extinction risk, and although some
will adapt to new climates, those that cannot adapt sufficiently fast will
decrease in abundance or go extinct in part or all of their ranges. Many
terrestrial, freshwater and marine species have already shifted their
geographic ranges, seasonal activities, migration patterns, abundances and
species interactions in response to ongoing climate change.
<ReadMore>

Solar plane bids to fly around the
world without fuel
By Adam Vaughan, for theguardian.com

After much debate, it was concluded with certain caveats that 2 degrees
Celsius of warming would cause economic losses between 0.2 percent and 2
percent of global income. However, the IPCC says the economic models on
which these numbers depend "vary in their coverage" of economic sectors,
"depend on a large number of assumptions, many of which are disputable,"
and do not "account for catastrophic changes, tipping points and many other
factors."
While describing the 0.2 percent to 2 percent figure as "incomplete," it
concludes that losses "are more likely than not to be greater," rather than
smaller, than this range. The U.N. panel also says there are large differences
between and within countries — some will be affected much more significantly
than others.
"When you really look at where we are with the modern science, I think those
0.2 percent to 2 percent numbers at 2.5 degrees are really old fashioned," says
Chris Field, IPCC working group co-chair. "They don't include a lot of what we
understand about the way climate change impacts work and about the way a
multi-stressor threat multiplier can lead to damages. They don't capture a wide
range of processes that are likely to be important, and they don't acknowledge
the diversity of values."
Increased pressure on food production
From fish in the ocean to rainfall patterns, things are changing and not always
for the better. The quantities and quality of fresh water available will lessen in
dry regions and increase in high latitude. The current rate and magnitude of
ocean acidification is faster than any event within the last 65 million years.
Climate change is a major factor in the decline of pollinators like bees, and
warming will impact crop yields in temperate and tropical regions. While some
individual areas may see increased yields in the short term, overall climate
change is likely to reduce yields of staple crops, such as wheat, rice and
maize, with most showing a decline by 2050 by as much as 25 percent. At the
same time, demand for food will grow.
Areas suitable for the cultivation of coffee, tea and cocoa, which support
millions of smallholders in more than 60 countries, will significantly shrink. It's
likely the quality of coffee and other foods will decline, too.
As per recent examples, droughts in Russia in 2010 and the U.S. in 2012 led
to major crop failures, a spike in prices and social unrest. The 2010-11 food
price spike is estimated to have pushed around 44 million people below the
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Solar Impulse 2, the single seater solar airplane which Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg will fly in 2015
to attempt the first round-the-world solar flight. Photograph: Bayermaterials

A bigger, redesigned version of a solar-powered plane that flew from coast-tocoast in the US last year has been unveiled in Switzerland, which its makers
say will attempt to fly around the world without fuel next year.
An early version of the Solar Impulse successfully flew from the US west coast
to the east coast, marking the first time the journey had been undertaken
without fuel.
The new version, Solar Impulse 2, which has a wingspan around eight metres
larger than its predecessor, was shown off on Wednesday. The plane’s cockpit
has also been completely redesigned, built to improve aerodynamics and
reduce weight.
The Swiss team behind the plane hope to fly it for five days and five nights in
March 2015, solely using electricity generated from the sun hitting the
photovoltaic panel across its distinct wing. The power generated during the day
will be stored in batteries for the night journeys, when it will fly slower to
conserve power.
Bertrand Piccard, one of the plane’s pilots and chairman of Solar Impulse, told
a press conference: “In the day we can fly much faster then we did with the
first prototype.”
He also joked that “it’s not the easiest way to fly around the world, but probably
the most spectacular to attract the awareness … to show what we can do with
renewable energies.”
Several test flights will be undertaken in 2014, before the round-the-world
attempt next year, which is expected to take several months with around 20
days in flight.
<Source>
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Geothermal And Lithium Production,
Perfect Together
SustainableBusiness.com News
Tesla's Gigafactory is already spurring a new business that's vying to supply
it.
A startup company called Simbol is in the final stages of raising funds for a
factory that would open in 2017 - the same year as Tesla's world's largest
battery plant.
Simbol's California plant - which breaks ground this summer - would be the
first to create lithium by extracting it from geothermal power plant waste. The
company is partnering with geothermal power producers in a mecca for that
kind of energy - Southern California's Imperial Valley.
Tesla's plant will need lots of lithium to make batteries. At 30 gigawatt-hours of
annual capacity, it will consume more lithium than produced worldwide in 2013.
And demand for lithium is growing for other energy storage applications as well
as for consumer electronics.
Luckily, geothermal, which has lagged other renewable energy sources, is
finally growing. It will also be the sole power source for Sonoma Clean Power,
a new municipal utility, and projects are popping up in a majority of
countries. Geothermal surpassed 12 gigawatts (GW) last year and there are 30
GW in the pipeline, according to the industry's trade association.
"In numerous countries across Latin America, East Asia, Southeast Asia,
geothermal is not just an option for renewable power but is the least-cost
option for power generally, better than coal, gas and hydro," Mark Taylor from
New Energy Finance told Bloomberg. "If a country has plentiful and powerful
geo resources, geo will be highly competitive with all power and generally
represent a growth opportunity."
Sustainable Lithium
If lithium can be produced as a byproduct of geothermal energy, that would
make a more sustainable battery. The standard way of making lithium is
by mining it from hard rock or through a complex process of slowly evaporating
sea water, concentrating it into brine, and then using chemicals to separate the
resulting lithium from salt, water and various solids.
Instead, Simbol would make lithium from brine that's a byproduct of geothermal
power production. Since 2011, it's been operating a pilot plant in Calipatria,
California where it extracts lithium from the brine of a 50 megawatt geothermal
plant.

International
these rare earth minerals for everything from electric cars to wind turbines.
Right now, 90% of those minerals are mined in China in an exceedingly toxic
process.
But what about graphite, another critical component of batteries and consumer
electronics? China is closing dozens of graphite operations down as it attempts
to reduce pollution in the country. Australia plans to open a mine, but there's
still concern about rising prices for batteries, which otherwise are dropping.
Extremely corrosive hydrochloric acid used to process graphite into usable
form. If the acid is released into the environment as waste water, it is harmful
to all forms of life.
An electric car has a lot of graphite, about 110 pounds. Next come hybrid cars
with 10 kilograms and e-bikes with 1 kilogram. In terms of consumer
devices, laptops have 100 grams and mobile phones about 15 grams.
Tesla's factory could alone double demand for graphite in batteries, requiring
the equivalent of six new mines to enter production. Knowing the situation, the
company announced it would source all minerals from the US. The vast
majority Tesla uses is synthetic - not mined - and comes from Japan and
Europe right now, she says.
"It will enable us to establish a supply chain that is local and focused on
minimizing environmental impact while significantly reducing battery cost," Liz
Jarvis-Shean of Tesla told Bloomberg.
The Department of Energy's ARPA-E program has funded a Batteries and
Energy Storage Hub with $120 million to find alternatives to rare earths that
also bring down the price.
<ReadMore>

Climate Change is Grim, But Future Cities
Can Be Verdant
SustainableBusiness.com News
There's no getting around the grim facts on climate change, repeated again in
the latest update of the United Nations IPCC report, but the world can still get
its act together.
How that would look is imagined in sustainable design firm Arup's latest
report, Cities Alive, which follows one released last year, It's Alive. That report
envisioned buildings that breathe and adapt, producing food (Vertical Farms),
energy and resources by 2050.
Cities Alive takes it up a notch to imagine what cities as a whole will look like
as a response to climate change and population growth: integrated networks
of intelligent green spaces, designed to improve the health and wellbeing of
citizens.
The basis for design is for urban environments that promote nature as a key
driver, recognizing its role in underpinning economic prosperity, health and
wellbeing. Cities need to be conceived as socially cohesive, biodiverse urban
environments in a connected ecosystem for people and wildlife that builds in
resilience measures for protection from storms, floods, heat, drought and
pollution, Arup says.
Architect Michael Sorkin visualizes New York City:

"The brine comes out of the ground, electricity is produced, elements will be
taken out of the stream, and the brine will go back in the ground," Joseph
Lowry, Vice President at Simbol, explains to the New York Times.
Since the soil stays at a steady temperature, the brine is preheated as it leaves
the ground, reducing the energy costs of producing lithium, and since the brine
is returned underground there's no need for environmental mitigation.
And to get access to the brine, Simbol simply bolts onto geothermal plants.
Simbol says the plant will be able to produce 15,000 metric tons of lithium a
year along with other minerals from the most prolific brine source in the world.
The result is a "transformational
method for competitively producing the
highest performing materials from a secure, scalable, and sustainable resource
base," the company says. "With our proprietary bolt-on technology, Simbol and
the Salton Sea will yield many decades of lithium, manganese, and
zinc, securing our critical materials future."
Rare Earths Dilemma
That would help solve a dilemma for the cleantech industry, which relies on
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Linked city ecosystems will
have parks,
farms, woodlands,
green streets and green facades
and roofs, sustainable drainage
systems, rivers, bike and walking
paths.
While green space is often an
after-thought today in urban
development, either due to
cost, lack of space, or lack of
understanding of its benefits, its
impact on the health and
wellbeing of citizens and a
city's carbon footprint warrants far more attention, says Tom Armour, who
leads Arup's Landscape Architecture Group. "We should be developing cities
to promote biodiversity rather than hamper it. As space becomes more
precious, this planning needs to be a fundamental consideration, not an
optional add-on."
We've all heard this many times, but it bears repeating: "Our current mind-set
is that economic success requires increasing consumption - instead we should
be valuing processes that reduce consumption - instead of focusing on GDP
growth, we should place more value on improving health, education and quality
of life," says Peter Head, who wrote "A New Approach to Resources" and is
quoted in the Arup's report.
<ReadMore>
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Indian solar installations are forecast
to be approximately 1,000 MW

First Shipment of Grains Via
Water Reaches Kerala

Debjoy Sengupta, ET Bureau

By ENS Economic Bureau - KOCHI
For the first time, Kerala has received foodgrains via waterways. The first such
shipment arrived at Vallarpadam Container Terminal in Kochi on Tuesday
from Kakinada in Andhra Pradesh.
The shipment carrying 6,323 tonnes of rice (2,989 MTs of boiled and 3334MTs
of raw) is intended for the three Food Corporation of India (FCI) depots at
Alappuzha, Kochi and Arakkulam.
The FCI moves boiled rice from Andhra Pradesh to Kerala, to the tune of
around 70,000 tonne to 80,000 tonne a month or 8 to 10 lakh million tonne a
year, by rail and road.
This is the first time the FCI is transporting foodgrains via waterways, said
John Matha, FCI Area Manager.
“Normally, foodgrains were moved depending on the availability of goods
trains from railways. Further, the rail movement requires multiple stages of
handling which could lead to wastage,” he said.

KOLKATA: Indian solar installations are forecast to be approximately 1,000
mw in 2014, according to Mercom Capital Group, llc, a global clean energy
communications and consulting firm.
Solar installations in India totaled 1,004 MW in 2013 compared to 986 MW in
2012. In line with Mercom's forecast, there was very little growth in installations
year-over-year. The firm's detailed survey of the market revealed that growth in
installations might be elusive again in 2014 with numbers forecast to be similar
to 2012 and 2013.
According to Mercom, there are several factors behind the slow solar growth.
With a few exceptions, there are no Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar
Mission (JNNSM) PV projects expected to come online until at least mid-2015.
Most CSP projects have stalled, state policies are all over the map, and as we
have warned for some time, India is now in a trade dispute with the U.S. in
the World Trade Organization (WTO).

“Also, the foodgrains, during their movement, could be exposed to cement,
coal and iron ore etc. This problem can be solved with new way of
transportation,” he added.
The FCI is planning to use the method in future as it is proved to be energy
efficient as well as cost effective. At a time, 20,000 to 50,000 tonnes of grains
can be transported via sea” he said.
The FCI had already invited tenders for the movement of food grains through
waterways from designated depots of Kakinada in Andhra Pradesh to other
regions.
<Source>

India Approves 3 Billion Rupees
in Solar Pump Subsidies
By Natalie Obiko Pearson
India approved 3 billion rupees ($49 million) in subsidies to help farmers install
solar-powered water pumps to boost agricultural yields and reduce expensive
diesel fuel use.
The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy will provide grants to install
17,500 irrigation pumping systems to 2016 funded by a carbon tax on coal,
according to a notice posted today on its website.
“Solar photovoltaic pumping systems can easily meet the irrigation
requirements for small and marginal farmers,” the notice said. “It will increase
the cropping intensity.”
India has 26 million groundwater pumps on farms that suffer from blackouts
and volatile fuel costs. Switching those to run on solar would save about $6
billion a year in power and diesel subsidies and has drawn companies
including BlackRock Inc.- backed SunEdison Inc. (SUNE) and Jain Irrigation
Systems Ltd. (JI), Asia’s top irrigation-equipment maker.
Farmers travel long distances to procure diesel for their pumps, the notice
said. The project will allow them to boost output and reduce diesel
consumption, it said.
The grants will cover as much as 30 percent of project costs. State
governments including Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, and Maharashtra that
participate in the program will be required to match with a subsidy covering at
least 15 percent of the cost. Farmers will cover the remainder. The program’s
total cost is estimated at about 10 billion rupees.

(Indian solar installations…)

"It is time for developers to go directly to consumers, there is a large powerstarved market waiting to be served that looks better and better every day as
diesel prices keep climbing," commented Raj Prabhu, CEO and Co-Founder of
Mercom Capital Group. The United States recently announced its request for
WTO dispute settlement consultations with India regarding the Domestic
Content Requirement (DCR) in JNNSM Phase II projects. The United States
claims that DCR rules discriminate against U.S.-manufactured solar cells and
modules. In Phase II, India has extended DCR rules to include thin-film
technology.
In addition to difficulties with project economic viability stemming from reverse
auctions that have pushed down project margins, state policies have been
delayed frequently, there is no real Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO)
enforcement in place, and national elections are fast approaching adding more
uncertainty to India's solar market which could result in a slowdown in largescale solar project installations.
Nevertheless, Mercom stressed that India's solar market potential remains as
large as ever, even in a slower-growing economy. As power shortages
continue, peak shortage is a critical problem that has stifled industrial growth,
and back-up generation is becoming increasingly expensive. The government
of India announced partial deregulation of diesel prices in January 2013, by
incremental price increases of Rs 0.50 ($0.008)/month for retail customers, as
the government tries to get subsidized diesel to a market-based price. This rise
has resulted in a 15 per cent increase in diesel prices over the last 13 months,
making solar a very attractive option. Meanwhile, coal has not been the answer
to the country's energy problems with its own supply shortage issues, and coal
power plants are increasingly dependent on imports as prices continue to
climb.

India began taxing coal producers and importers 50 rupees a metric ton in
2010, raising 25 billion rupees in its first year.

"The case for solar in India will remain strong as long as the relevant policy
goals address power shortages that affect millions of Indians, businesses,
industries, and agriculture," added Prabhu.

<Source>

<Source>
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Maruti to supply new Swift hybrids to From waste to wealth, saving water
government
and plants
Source Name: Autocar India
Maruti Suzuki is all set to supply an undisclosed number of production-ready
Swift hybrid hatchbacks, named Swift Range Entender, to the government as
a part of its pilot project. However, the due to upcoming elections, the dates
are not yet clear, a source close to the project told Autocar Professional. There
would be more clarity on the project by the first quarter of the next financial
year ie (financial year 2015), he said.

M. K. ANANTH, THE HINDU

Maruti Suzuki had showcased this ‘green’ Swift at the Auto Expo 2014. The
company will provide the government with these hybrid Swifts in financial year
2015.
He further added, “While the homologation process of the hybrid Swift is nearly
completed, the team is expecting ARAI certification anytime now.
The new Maruti Suzuki Swift Range Extender will run on an inline threecylinder, 658cc petrol engine (borrowed from Suzuki, Japan). It is also
equipped with a front-axle mounted 55KW electric motor, which is powered by
a 5kWh lithium ion battery. According to company sources, while the
production-ready model has been developed in India, all the major electric
gear (such as the electric motor, battery and other components) required for
this project were imported from Japan and other countries.
The Swift hybrid model is around 130kg heavier than its conventional petrolengined counterpart currently sold in India, which weighs between 960-990kg
(kerb weight). Maruti’s internal tests claim that the Swift Range Extender offers
a combined fuel efficiency of up to 48.2km per litre, which includes a 25.5km
run powered by the fully-charged battery. The battery, according to company
data, takes nearly 90 minutes to get fully charged. While the company (along
with other OEMs such as Mahindra & Mahindra, Tata Motors, TVS Motor Co
and others) is eagerly waiting for the implementation of the National Electric
Mobility Mission Plan 2020, it is known that the Department of Heavy
Industries & Public Enterprises has written to the Finance Ministry seeking a
grant of Rs 230-300 crore to kick-start a series of pilot projects (public
transportation through electric vehicles) from April 2014. Though the
commercial production of the Swift hybrid hatchbacks would depend on the
status of the said pilot project(s), the battery operated variants would be
possibly seen on the Indian roads later this year.
<Source>

Bio-waste Plant Set up by Thrissur
Corp
By Express News Service - THRISSUR
The first biodegradable waste processing plant using organic waste converter
technology in the state was set up by the Thrissur Corporation as part of its
‘Decentralised waste management’ project, at the Sakthan Thampuran market
in May 2013.
The city corporation set up the organic waste converter at the Sakthan
market,the place that produces a major share of the waste in the corporation
limit. The waste converter, set up at a cost of `98 lakh on 30 cents of land, will
collect 4 tonnes of waste a day and a total of 40 tonnes of waste in 10 days
from the city and would convert into manure on 11th day.
The state government had earlier sent delegation from three corporations in
the state to north India to find a solution to treat the accumulating waste in the
city. Following this, Mayor I P Paul and Health standing committee chairman C
S Sreenivasan visited the waste processing plants at Pune and New Delhi.
The team impressed by the technology used at the waste treatment plant in
Pune took technical assistance from the Pune plant, to start a plant here.
The plant produces manure from the waste without smell which is being sold to
public in packets weighing 2 kg at a marginal rate. The newly commissioned
plant also process the vegetable waste generated from the market. There have
already been two biogas plants operating at the fish and meat markets.
<Source>
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SAVING RESOURCES: Plastic bottles used for irrigation in an apartment in Salem. Photo:
E. Lakshmi Narayanan

Empty plastic bottles turn into drip irrigator in homes

Abandoned empty plastic bottles are considered a serious threat to the
environment. But at the Green Park Avenue Apartments near the New Bus
Stand in Salem, residents have found out a novel utility for such bottles by
using them for drip irrigation.
These bottles are not only helping the residents of 168 houses to save close to
4,500 litres of water everyday but also becoming the solution for keeping the
colourful plants from getting dried up during summer.
Association sources said that last year many small plants dried up when water
scarcity was at its peak.
“Recently one of the residents, M. Chandrasekar, saw a friend using empty
plastic bottles for watering the plants in his house to keep plants alive during
summer.
He suggested that it could be done in a bigger way in our apartments”,
President of the residents welfare association P. Saraswathi told The Hindu.
“We made an announcement in the notice board asking residents to donate
plastic bottles. The response was overwhelming”, she added.
The idea also attracted visitors, who were keen to understand and take
pictures of the system.
The bottom of the bottles is cut open. A small hole is drilled into the bottle’s lid.
The bottle is then tied to the plants (upside down) so that water can be filled
through the open end. The bottle is positioned in such a way that water drips
near the plant’s root and is not wasted.
These bottles are mounted on a small plastic pipe, which is tied close to the
plant so that it acts as a support to bear the weight of a bottle filled with water.
“We use bottles of all shapes and sizes – measuring 500 ml to two litres –
based on the size of the plant. We would soon be tying more such bottles to
the remaining plants”, E. Kasinathan, maintenance in-charge of the
apartments, said.
The welfare association said that they required more than 5,000 litres of water
a day to water all the plants and trees in the premises.
This mode of watering plants is keeping the shrubsand mid sized plants alive
in their premises. Some flowers are used by the residents to offer prayers in a
temple in that vicinity and for offering the same to the idols at home
“Now we are saving about 90 percent of the water. The bottles that we have
tied to the plants require only about 500 litres of water a day”, they said.
“These bottles are filled with water around 9.30 a.m. Water drips from smaller
bottles till 3 p.m. The bigger bottles keep the soil wet till night”, they added.
Residents of the apartments are happy that the cost effective method is
keeping their plants alive while many plants are dying in other parts of the city
due to water scarcity.
<Source>
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Forthcoming Events
Environmental Science, Technology,
&
Business International Conference 2014
June 5th, 2014

Washington DC, USA
The conference will be held at the Double Tree by Hilton Hotel Washington DC Area- Silver Spring on June 5, 2014. The title and theme of the ESTBU
2014 Conference is "Environmental Technology, Renewable, and Market Challenges." The 2014 Environmental Science, Technology, and Business
International (ESTBU2014) Conference will provide the ideal opportunity to the participants to present projects and experiences to experts in environmental
science, engineering and technology, research, consultancy and advocacy. Also, the conference aims at providing an excellent platform for delegates to
present their research and receive quality feedback.
Speakers and presenters will share new concepts, best practices, knowledge, experience, innovative equipment, and solutions, with a focus on promoting
efficiency, sustainability, renewable energy entrepreneurship, capital, and commercialization of alternative energy resources, and quality management in
energy industry. The conference topics also include, Energy Storage, Climate Change, Forestry, and Agriculture, Renewable Energy, Alternative Energy,
and Waste Resource Management, Green Power Entrepreneurship, Environmental Impacts on Farming, Solutions of Environmental Problems,
Sustainable Agriculture and Marketing and Eco-Friendly Products.
<ReadMore>

Ecology and Safety 2014
23rd International Conference
8th to 12th June 2014

Burgas, Bulgaria
“Ecology and Safety 2014” 23rd International conference, is being
organized by Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Union of Scientists in
Bulgaria, Science & Education Foundation, Bulgaria, Al–Farabi Kazakh
National University, Kazakhstan, Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops,
Serbia and Kavala Institute of Technology, Greece. The conference will
take place at Elenite Holiday Village, Bulgaria.
The topics are categorized under four broad themes viz. 1. Energy,
Climate and Global Security in the 21st Century 2. Ecology of Air, Soil
and Water 3. Health and Safety and 4. Civil Protection and Disaster
Management. The topics of interest include: Greenhouse gas emissions,
Sustainable & clean technologies, alternative energy sources for reducing
dependence on fossil fuels; Biofuels, the media and protection of the
environment, Waste processing projects (factories, garbage dumps),
Waste management and waste recycling plans, Industrial ecology and
transboundary pollution, and Innovative technology for early warning
systems and disaster scenarios.

The International Academic Forum in conjunction with its global partners,
are holding the Fourth Annual Asian Conference on Sustainability, Energy
and the Environment, from June 12-15 2014, at the Rihga Royal Hotel,
& The Osaka International Conference Center, Osaka, Japan. ACSEE
2014 will address these various dimensions of human sustainability as
scholars are invited from around the world to address questions and
search for synergies and solutions to the complex issues surrounding
sustainability in a forum encouraging serious and thoughtful exchange
between academics, members of the global business community, and
practitioners in the fields of human endeavor that link these. Scientists
from around the globe are expected to meet and share respective
outlooks and collective wisdom on a critical issue of common concern: the
pursuit of a sustainable world.

It is expected that the conference will be beneficial for acdemicians,
scientists, policy makers and research scholars.

The conference theme is "Sustainability, Society and the Environment:
Searching for Synergies" and the fields related to Sustainability, Energy
and the Environment are covered. The topics include: Food and Water,
Hunger and Thirst, Waste, Atmosphere and Air, Environmental
Challenges and Economic Growth, Sustainable Businesses and CSR,
Environmental Degradation and Renewable Energy and Environmental
Solutions.

<ReadMore>
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